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ABSTRACT 
 
Putri, M.N. (2020). The Analysis of Conversational  Implicature in “Midnight 
Sun” Movie. English Department, UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya. Advisor: 
Dr. Muhammad Kurjum ,M.Ag.  
Keywords: conversational implicature, cooperative principle, violating, flouting.  
 
This study aims to investigate the types of conversational implicature and 
maxim that have been violating or flouting by Katie and Charlie in the Midnight 
Sun movie. In this study, researchers analyzed the types of conversational 
implicature along with hidden meanings and violating or flouting maxim based on 
Grice's (1975) theory. 
Researchers used descriptive qualitative methods. Researchers collected 
data by downloading the Midnight Sun movie script on the website. After 
collecting data, researchers outline the utterances included in the type of 
conversational implicature and give the code to the data. Then the researcher 
interprets the hidden meaning and classifies the utterances into violating or 
flouting maxim. 
The results of this study, researchers found particularized conversational 
more often used by the two main characters rather than generalized conversational 
implicature. Besides that, both of Katie and Charlie is violating maxim more often 
than flouting maxim. By studying the conversational implicature and cooperative 
principle the researcher is in place to express the meaning hidden by the two main 
characters in the Midnight Sun movie so that one might pay more attention to the 
hidden meaning actually conveyed by the speakers. 
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ABSTRAK 
 
Putri, M.N. (2020). Analisis Implikatur Percakapan dalam Film “Midnight Sun”. 
English Department, UIN SunanAmpel Surabaya. Advisor: Dr. 
Muhammad Kurjum ,M.Ag.  
Kata Kunci : implicature percakapan, prinsip kerja sama, melanggar, 
menyepelekan. 
 
Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menyelidiki tipe-tipe dari conversational 
implicature dan maxim yang telah dilanggar atau disepelekan oleh Katie dan 
Charlie dalam film Midnight Sun. Dalam penelitian ini, peneliti menganalisis tipe-
tipe conversational implicature beserta dengan makna yang disembunyikan dan 
maxim yang dilanggar atau disepelekan berdasarkan teori Grice (1975). 
Peneliti menggunakan metode deskriptif kualitatif. Peneliti 
mengumpulkan data dengan mengunduh script film Midnight Sun di website. 
Setelah mengumpulkan data, peneliti menggaris-besari ucapan yang termasuk 
kedalam tipe conversational implicature dan memberikan kode pada data. 
Kemudian peneliti menafsirkan makna yang tersembunyi dan mengklasifikasika 
nucapan tersebut kedalam maxim yang dilanggar atau disepelekan. 
Hasil dari penelitian ini, peneliti menemukan particularized conversational 
lebih sering digunakan oleh dua karakter utama daripada generalized 
conversational implicature, juga Katie and Charlie lebih sering melanggar maxim 
daripada menyepelekan maxim. Dengan mempelajari conversational implicature 
dan juga cooperative principle peneliti berada di tempat untuk mengekspresikan 
makna yang disembunyikan oleh dua pemain utama dalam film Midnight Sun 
dengan begitu seseorang mungkin lebih memperhatikan makna tersembunyi yang 
sebenarnya disampaikan oleh pembicara.  
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CHAPTER I 
  INTRODUCTION 
 
 In the part of the introduction, the researcher describes the background of 
the study, research problems, research objectives, significance of study, scope and 
limitation of the study and definition of key term in order to give a clear 
understanding of this research.  
 
1.1 Background of the Study 
In human life, the language generally can be used for different purposes. 
Therefore, each person will find several communication cases between one 
another, one of which is the implied meaning. Leech (1983, p. 13) describes the 
context as the background assumed and shared by speakers and listeners who 
contribute to the audience's interpretation of what the speaker means by saying it. 
The language itself has various functions as a means of communication in the 
media, and pragmatics justifies that language is unique. For example, people can 
direct or interact with others by asking questions, offering something, giving 
orders, or stating a statement. Besides, by communicating with individuals, one 
can convey information, express feelings, and send their opinions. 
As we know that good and effective communication is communication that 
not only conveys information, expresses feelings, and also expresses individual 
opinions. Effective communication is where each individual can understand the 
meaning and the message behind the information sent. By using this uniqueness, 
someone speaks indirectly to the point, or they use words that contain 
implications. This is called implicature, which is a speech that has implications. 
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This relates to the study of pragmatics, where Yule (1996, p. 3) says that 
pragmatics is a study of the meaning spoken by the speaker that can be interpreted 
by the listener. This means, in pragmatics, it is explained how the speaker avoids 
ambiguous speech because the meaning stored in it depends on the way the 
speaker conveys it. For this reason, this can be understood by studying 
conversational implicature. 
Conversational implicature is an essential study in pragmatics because it 
has a function as a means to express messages that have hidden meanings in them 
that have been formed. In this case, participants in the conversation, the speakers 
and the hearers expect each other to contribute from good, right, relevant, and 
informative. This means, the speaker speaks the meaning through implicature, and 
the listener interprets the meaning spoken through inference. 
Besides, conversational implicature provides an explicit explanation of 
how an utterance has more meaning than what is said. In this case, conversational 
can also be found easily in everyday life, such as in newspapers, television shows, 
advertisements, movies, or even in everyday conversation. So it is not uncommon 
for the peoples to hide meaning when communicating with the addressee. Thus, 
the addressee must also interpret the meaning of speech to avoid the ambiguity 
that causes misunderstanding. 
The implication of conversation is a conclusion that depends on of norms 
for language use, a broad agreement that communicators must aim to tell the truth 
(Griffiths, 2006, p. 134). Yule explains that the translucency of words is also 
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called immaterial (Yule, 1996, p. 35). From some of the definitions above, it can 
be concluded that the implicature is related to the speaker's intention or purpose 
and the listener's interpretation. The speaker's intention is conveyed indirectly as 
the meaning of his speech by ignoring the norms or morals in the conversation. 
Language norms and morals are fundamental. There are certain agreements about 
norms that must be obeyed to convey words to be understood. Everyone is always 
involved in communication norms, both speakers and listeners, from this side how 
meaning can be realized. 
Many researchers studied implicature because every person must imply 
hidden meanings from their utterances. Instead of expressing it directly, some 
people choose to hide the intent of their utterances. This might be because the 
speaker feels uncomfortable saying it directly, or it might be possible to convey 
the meaning of the word directly to offend the listener. 
There are several studies that focused on implicature. The first is written 
by Nairi (2016) entitled "Conversational Implicature in The Talk Show Program 
of "Talk Indonesia" Metro TV." This study describes the type of conversational 
implicature and the function of implicature that occurs in Talk Indonesia. It is 
found five utterances of generalized implicature and fifteen utterances of 
particularized implicature. The researcher also identified five types of function of 
speech act that are sixteen utterances that categorized as representative function, 
namely criticizing, reporting, clarifying, conjecturing, stating, describing, and 
testifying.  
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The second previous study is "Implicature Analysis In Maher Zain's Song 
Lyric on "Forgive Me" Album" by Pranoto (2013). This research analyzed types 
of conversational implicature and how the types of conversational implicature 
used in Maher Zain's song lyric. The result of this study, the researcher found two 
types of conversational implicature, that is generalized conversational implicature 
and particular conversational implicature in the song lyric.  
The third previous study is "An Implicature Analysis in "Oh, Brother! 
Comic Strip Serial" by Husna (2013). This research aims to describe the 
implicature to occur in the "Oh Brother!" comic strip serials and also describes the 
maxims that are violated in the "Oh Brother!" comic strip serial. The researcher 
found three kinds of implicature, that is: conventional, conversational 
(particularized and generalized), and scalar implicature. The researcher also found 
four maxims that is, quality, quantity, manner, relevance.  
The fourth previous study is written by Subur (2016) entitled "The Use of 
Implicature in "Something to Blog About" Novel." This research analyzed the use 
of conversational implicature on the novel script "Something to Blog About." The 
study, aims to explain the types and the context of the situation of the utterance 
that contains conversational implicature that used in the novel "Something to Blog 
About" conversation. The researcher used the documentation method in this 
research. The data collected are analyzed by using some books, websites, and 
documents using referential method or Padan method. As a result of this research, 
the researcher found cooperative principles, which are the maxim of quantity, the 
maxim of quality, the maxim of relation,  and the maxim of manner in the novel.  
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Zamzami, as the fifth previous study (2014) written analysis entitled 
"Implicatures in Lurlene Mc Daniel's Novel Entitled For Better, For Worse, 
Forever."In this study, the researcher focused on the hidden meaning in the novel 
written by Lurlene Mc Daniel, entitled For Better, For Worse, Forever. This 
study aims to discover the implicature in the novel For Better, Forse Worse, 
Forever, and to find the meaning behind the utterances. The researcher used a 
descriptive qualitative method in this study, because the explanation is containing 
a word, not holding the number.  
Then, the last previous study is written by Yuwana (2014) entitled "The 
ImplicatureIn Romantic Scenes of Yes Man Movie As Seen In Carl's And 
Allison's Dialogues." Yes Man movie is a movie that has two genres that are 
romance and comedy. The researcher wants to analyze the type of implicature 
used in the romantic scene and the relationship between an implicature and a 
romantic situation in genre comedy movies. As a result, the researcher concluded, 
implicature which could make a romantic situation formulated by following all 
maxims. In this study, the researcher doesn't find an implicature breaching the 
quality maxim.  
Based on the previous studies above, the researcher found a lack of 
studies. Nairi (2016) and Subur (2016) analyzed the type of implicature and 
function of implicature. Nairi (2016) examined conversational implicature and 
only examined the flouting of maxim; this makes the amount of data limited, 
which makes the implicature incidence limited. While, Subur (2016) only 
discussed the cooperative principles in his research. On the other hand, Pranoto 
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(2013) analyzes about implicature in a song lyric by Maher Zain more specific 
than the analysis by Nairi that analyze about the generalized conversational 
implicature and particularized conversational implicature. But, at the point of how 
conversational implicature is used, Pranoto's explanation is less of detailed.  
Besides, Husna (2013) she took a comic strip as her data source in her 
study. She found three kinds of implicature; conventional, conversational 
(particularized and generalized), and scalar implicature. Also, the researcher 
found four maxim, that is, quality, quantity, manner, relevance. This shows that in 
this study, Husna found the most data from other studies. Zamzami (2014) only 
wanted to find implicatures and then explain their meaning. In his research, he 
took a less specific question about implicature. Then, he analyzed the types of 
implicature interpreted using several premises. But in the data, it is found the 
author does not categorize the data into conventional implicature or 
conversational implicature types, only emphasizing hidden meanings. Then, 
Yuwana (2014) analyzed types of implicature from romantic scenes in a comedy 
genre. 
Despite the previous studies mentioned above dealing with conversational 
implicature and non-observance of the maxim, my best knowledge, none has been 
done by putting the violating and flouting maxim as the research topic. The study 
focused on the type and the function of the use of conversational implicature, and 
only touched on flouting maxim. Therefore, the researcher is interested in 
investigating more fully about non-observance of the maxim, they are violating 
maxim and flouting maxim. 
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There are many cases of implicature in daily life. Everything around us 
can be the topic of study. To fulfill the gap, the researcher takes the subject from 
the movie. The movie is a recording of moving images that tells a story watched 
by people on a screen or television. To gain knowledge about conversational 
implicature will be more accessible by analyzing a movie. There are many 
examples of utterances that contain conversational implicature in a movie. 
Implicature often appears in movies because the movie is a reflection of everyday 
life. Therefore, it's easier to understand the messages behind the words in the 
movie. 
The researcher chooses Midnight Sun movie as the data for the analysis. 
This movie is about a teenage girl with a disease of xerodermapigmentosum. This 
movie is a 2018 American romantic drama film directed by Scott Speer and 
written by Eric Kirsten with the duration of 91 minutes, based on the 2006 
Japanese film of the same name. The film stars Bella Thorne, as Katie Price, is the 
main character who has illness xerodermapigmentosum, Patrick Schwarzenegger 
as Charlie, is a young man who is loved by Katie, and Rob Riggle as Jack or Mr. 
Price. Since childhood, Katie has xerodermapigmentosum, a genetic disease or 
congenital abnormality in the skin, where the skin is susceptible to sunlight, 
especially ultraviolet rays. Xerodermapigmentosum sufferers, if exposed to 
sunlight, will cause burns, blemishes, blisters, and damage to DNA.  
A variety of genres in the world of film are presented to entertain the 
audience; those are comedy, horror, thriller, action, fiction, adventure and 
romance. Likewise, romance is also divided into several parts, they are; 
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contemporary romance, fantasy romance, historical romance, comedy romance 
and suspense romance. However, the Midnight Sun movie has a pure romance 
genre that presents a seductive love story and is super melancholy. The Midnight 
Sun movie tells the struggle of a love story between Katie and Charlie, who must 
pass various obstacles. Starting from a one-sided love by Katie, until Katie and 
Charlie's struggling to stay together and fight Katie’s disease. Because the 
Midnight Sun movie genre is pure romance with concepts and settings such as 
everyday life, the implicature often occurs as in real life. 
In this paper, the researcher focused on conversational implicature and 
using Grice's theory. The researcher chooses a movie as the object of this research 
because there are many cases of implicature in everyday life. One of them is a 
movie, because the movie is a reflection of life. The researcher can find the 
implicature strategies used by people by analyzing the movie. 
This film also was chosen because of Charlie's feelings for Katie, who 
were very sincere, and the implied meaning used by Charlie in his expressions. 
This film is fascinating to analyze because romantic emotions are not easy to 
understand when the listener does not enter the contest what the speaker means. 
So the researchers focus on Katie and Charlie’s utterances. 
To fulfill the gap, the researcher has taken the movie as data sources with a 
romantic genre. This study is interested in analyzing the implicature used by the 
two main characters in the 2018 American "Midnight Sun" romantic movie. There 
was no research on the "Midnight Sun" movie with any theory in the previous 
study. Yuwana, the previouse researcher, used comedy genre films as data sources 
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who want to find out how different implicature are used in comedy and romantic 
genre movies. But the researcher only focuses analyzed the romantic movie.  
Based on the background above, the researcher focused on the implicit 
meanings used by Katie and Charlie's utterances with a genre of romantic scenes. 
This study aims to show the types of conversational implicature and the implied 
meaning, and maxim that violating or flouting by Katie and Charlie in the 
utterances. Hopefully, the researcher can show the types of conversational 
implicature and maxim that violating or flouting in this study. So, the readers can 
understand the meaning of these utterances and make them more sensitive in 
having a good conversation. 
 
1.2 Research Problems 
Based on the research background, the research questions are formulated 
as follows: 
1. What are the types of conversational implicature found in the utterances 
produced by the two main characters (Katie and Charlie)? 
2. What is the meaning of each implicature found in the utterances produced 
by the two main characters (Katie and Charlie)? 
3. What maxims are violated or flouted in the conversation of the two main 
characters (Katie and Charlie)? 
 
1.3 Significances of the Study 
The researcher expected that the results of this study could contribute 
theoretically and practically. Theoretically, this research is expected to assist in 
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the pragmatics field of study, specifically, identifying the implicature used in the 
Midnight Sun movie. The researcher wants this research to be useful for readers 
and academic forums (students and faculties), so that this research can be a 
reference for the development of subjects in the linguistic field. Practically, the 
researcher expected, this research can help the readers more easily to understand 
the conversational implicature and the hidden meaning behind the sentence. 
Therefore, the researcher hopes this research will help the readers realize how 
important knowledge about implicature in social life interacting with people 
around them. 
 
1.4 Scope and Limitation of The Study 
In this study, the researcher focused on analyzing conversational 
implicature in the Midnight Sun movie. The conversation used in the analysis was 
taken from a dialogue transcript from the Midnight Sun movie. Then, the 
researcher examined all of the utterances by Katie and Charlie in the Midnight 
Sun movie.  
The present study’s discussion was based on Grice’s theory of 
conversational implicature (1975), which are classified into two types. In addition, 
the discussion also described the maxim that violated ad flouted.  
 
1.5 Definition of Key Terms 
Implicature is an utterance that can express propositions (statements) that 
are not part of the utterance and do not follow the necessary speech consequences. 
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Conversational implicature is words that have the implied meaning in a 
conversation, which means, the words that delivered have more meaning than 
what is conveyed.  
Cooperative principle is principles that explain how to make a 
conversation useful, ethical, and right. 
Violating the maxim is a situation that occurs when the speaker say 
something right to hide a lie or something the speaker wants to hide. 
Flouting the maxim is the situation that occurs when the speaker 
deliberately fails to carry out the principle of cooperation. 
A movie is a sequence of pictures projected on a screen from a developed 
and prepared film, especially with an accompanying soundtrack.  
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
This chapter presents the theories that relevant to this research. The 
theories are related to this research and the researcher discussed briefly about 
pragmatic, implicature, conversational implicature, generalized implicature, 
particularized implicature, cooperative principle, violating maxim, and flouting 
maxim.  
 
2.1 Pragmatics 
Pragmatics is a branch of linguistic theory.  They said that pragmatics is 
the study of interpreting the meaning influenced by contact (Kushartanti, 
Yuwono, and Multima, 2005, p. 104). In his book, Leech argues that pragmatics is 
generally limited to the study of linguistic communication in terms of the 
principle of conversation, which is a model of pragmatic rhetoric (Leech, 1983, 
p.11). A person's rhetoric is to produce a sense of language and power that can 
make the listener do something he wants. 
Over time, languages change and develop. Language has been influenced 
by outside contact, so we find words that have different meanings. Before 
pragmatics was recognized as a linguistic theory, Chomsky discovered Syntax to 
analyze the meaning of speech structurally, but he considered it too messy for 
serious reflection. Then, the semantic approach is used as the center of linguistic 
theory. But that still cannot separate meanings and different contacts. 
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Pragmatics relates to knowledge of the context of a speech. With the 
speaker's context or listener, it is easier to determine the meaning of a saying 
(Grundy, 2000, p.213). When understanding a speech means someone must also 
understand the meaning or context in communication. For example, someone tells 
the addressee: 
"Can your iron be used?" 
Semantically, the sentence above is a question that means asking the 
condition of the goods. But pragmatically, the statement above can be interpreted 
as a mockery, which means "Your clothes are worn, or your clothes are very 
messy." This depends on the addressee, depends on the context of their 
conversation, and also depends on the relationship they belong to, when, and 
where the conversation takes place. 
Anne also believes that conversation participants' pragmatic choices can 
indicate position, time, interpersonal and cultural matters such as strength, status, 
gender, and age (O'Keeffe, Clancy and Adolphs, 2011, p. 1). 
Yule interprets Pragmatics into four types, namely: 
1. Pragmatics is the study of the meaning of the speaker 
2. Pragmatics is the study of contextual meaning 
3. Pragmatics is the study of how more is communicated than is said 
4. Pragmatics is the study of the expression of relative distance. 
Pragmatics examines how people use their language, how they use speech 
acts in the event, what strategies they choose, and whether they are explicit 
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(Gunawan, 2007, p.2). It can be concluded that pragmatism focuses on speech 
acts, the principle of cooperation, politeness, and the theory of relevance. 
 
2.2 Implicature 
In a conversation, a speaker often does not express his meaning explicitly. 
The meaning is left implied and the listener must convey the basic meaning of 
linguistic input and world knowledge. This study uses the theory put forward by 
Grice that is the implicature theory. Grice (1975) shows the ability to imply 
propositions or statements that are not part of the utterance and that do not follow 
the consequences required of speech. In that explanation, Grice calls it 
implicature, which is an implied statement. For example, from Parker (1946, p.21) 
below: 
John  : "Uncle Chester is coming over for dinner tonight." 
 Marry : I guess I'd better lock up the liquor. 
         Based on the example above, it can be interpreted that uncle Chester had a 
problem with alcoholic drinks. So, according to Grice's explanation, it can be said 
that Marry's words contained implicature, which meant uncle Chester could not or 
had a problem with alcohol. It is important to make three points about implicature. 
First, the implications are not part of speech. Second, implicature does not follow 
the necessary consequences of speech. Third, it is possible for speech to increase 
more than one implicature or increase different implicatures if spoken in different 
contexts. 
         Something in a conversation must be more than just a meaningful word; that 
is the meaning conveyed as an addition called implicature (Yule, 1996, p. 35). It 
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happens when a speaker wants to communicate more than what is meant by the 
word. Implicature is the result of the listener making conclusions because a speech 
most likely possesses the meaning in a particular context. Implicature actually 
happens when the conversational maxims are violated. Implicature is a prime 
example of many things communicated rather than said, but to be interpreted, 
some basic principles of cooperatives must first be assumed in operations. 
         When discussing implicature, Grice (1989, quoted in Mey, 1998, p. 365) 
proposes two types of implicature: (i) conversational implicature and (ii) 
conventional implicature. The author discussed the conversational implicature in 
the next section. 
 
2.2.1 Conversational Implicature 
In a conversation, someone exchanges intentions, meanings and express 
their ideas, and feelings in the conversation. This shows that a person 
communicates to interact with other people to build their social life to get 
information from people around them. In the conversations they do, they include 
meaning in them, both explicitly and implicitly. Saying the meaning explicitly is 
giving an actual stated statement. While saying the meaning implicitly is giving a 
speech that has a hidden meaning or deeper meaning in the utterances. As 
explained by Saragi (2011) that utterances contain  hidden meanings or utterances 
that have more meaning than what is spoken by the speaker is called implicature. 
The conversation implicature is something that is implied in the 
conversation, which is something that is left implicit in the actual use of language. 
The implicature illustrates the implied meaning. Grice coined the term 
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"implicature" and classified the phenomenon, developed influential theories to 
explain and predict the implications of conversations, and describe how they were 
understood. Grice was the first to systematically study cases where the speaker's 
meaning was different from what the speaker said. The implicature theory of 
conversation by Grice occupies a large part in the field of linguistics. 
Conversational implicature is driven by an implication that can be 
concluded through the form of a speech based on certain cooperative principles 
that regulate the efficiency of speech and good reception in communication, for 
example "Look, there is a lot of rubbish strewn on the floor" which contains 
hidden meanings that the speaker indirectly asks the addressee to clean the floor. 
As for some other examples, such as: 
A: Will you join the party at the office? 
B: My mother is sick. 
In an example, the conversation above shows that we can structure what is 
said, such as b = being sick, and c = party at the office. The (+>) symbol can be 
used to indicate implicature, which shows hidden meaning. 
A: b and c? 
B: b +> not c 
Levinson (1983, p.97) explained that conversational implicature are an 
important idea in the study of pragmatics. Grice (1975, p.43) also explains that 
this is an implication or proportion in an emerging communication caused by 
violating the principles of cooperation in which the speaker's intention is different 
from what is said by the speaker. 
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Grice (1975) explains that conversational implicature occurs because of 
the context or general features of a discourse that can occur because of things 
done by the speaker such as when the conversation participant does not adhere to 
the cooperative principles. Hence, the listener considers that the speaker’s words 
are contrary to its meaning because cooperative principles govern a conversation, 
so the speaker should not violate these principles so that communication is 
appropriately established. Then, Grice divides conversational implicature into two 
types that are generalized conversational implicature and particularized 
conversational implicature. 
 
2.2.1.1 Generalized Conversational Implicture 
Levinson (1983, p.126) states that a generalized conversational implicature 
is an implicature that occurs in a communication that does not require certain 
features of the context of the conversation. The addressee can directly understand 
the hidden meaning of the speaker's speech without thinking further. Likewise, 
Grice (1975, p.32) states that the listener does not need specific knowledge to 
understand the meaning of a conversation because the context used is general, so 
that the listener directly understands the meaning. Besides that, Yule (1996, p.41) 
also added that there is no need for additional knowledge or explanation that is 
included in a conversation to understand the meaning spoken by the speaker. 
Grice gives an example of generalized implicature as follows: 
a) "Fred thinks there is a meeting tonight." 
The implication is = +> Fred does not know for sure that there is a meeting 
tonight. 
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b) "Marry has 3 children" 
The implication is = +> Mary does not have more than 3 children. 
Based on the example above, the researcher can conclude that the 
generalized conversational implicature does not trigger the specific context 
features but is related to the expected preposition. 
 
2.2.1.2 Particularized Conversational Implicature 
Particularized conversational implicature is a type of implicature where the 
addressee indirectly needs more explanation to understand the meaning of the 
conversation because the context used is specific (Grice 1989, p.37). The opposite 
of generalized implicature, this type of implicature the addressee needs more 
meaning that hidden by the speaker in a conversation. Furthermore, Griffiths 
(2006, p.134) explains that particularized implicature is a type that referred to 
only as implicature, for example, there is a Sofia response that is not easy enough 
to understand. This is a need for relevant answers, only "Yes" or "No." 
Laura: Are you going to the mini night exhibition? 
Sofia: I will interview tomorrow. 
To make Sofia's response relevant, Laura must use the knowledge that 
assumes that Sofia will spend time with her family that night so that Sofia cannot 
go to the exhibition. As for other examples of particularized conversational 
implicature: 
A: Will Albina join the social gathering this afternoon? 
B: Her child is sick. 
+>Albina will not join a social gathering. 
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In the example above, Albina's sick child's proposition did not convey any 
information about Albina's absence at the meeting. So, in this case, the 
implicature depends on the context and the utterances itself. 
Based on the explanation above, the researcher concludes that the 
particularized conversational implicature type is the addressee indirectly needs 
more knowledge to interpret the hidden meaning in a speech because it contains 
meaning that is not part of the speech itself. Also, the speaker’s meaning can be 
understood when the addressee pays attention to the specific context in a speech. 
In this case, the speaker can use the implicature to create hidden meanings in 
various conditions and situations in communication. 
Lenvinson (1992, p.126) says that this type of implicature focuses on 
violating the principles of cooperation. When the speaker deliberately does not 
follow the principles, the speaker should obey the principles of cooperation at a 
deeper level; otherwise, the addressee cannot know the speaker’s intention. This 
means that particularized implicature is an implicature that assumes that 
knowledge is needed in a very specific context during the conversation. 
 
2.3 Cooperative Principle 
Grice's was created the cooperative principle, where the cooperative 
principle is a principle that must be obeyed by conversation participants, while the 
conversation is in progress to control the course of a communication. The 
principle was introduced as a cooperative principle. In addition, Grice also defines 
the cooperative principles consist of four pragmatic sub-principles or maxim as 
follows: 
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1. The Maxim of Quantity 
(1)Be sure to make your contributions as informative as needed; 
(2) Don't make your contribution more information than needed. 
2. The Maxim of Quality: 
(1)  Don't say things that you believe are wrong; 
(2) Don't say things that don't have enough evidence. 
3. The Maxim of Relations: 
Make relevant contributions. 
4. The Maxim of Manner: 
Be perspicuous and specifically:   
(1) Avoid obscurity; 
(2) Avoid ambiguity; 
(3) Speak briefly; 
(4) Be organized. 
 
2.4 Violating Maxim 
Violating the maxim of the cooperative principle can mislead the 
addressee. It means if people secretly and inadvertently violate the maxim, they 
will tend to be misled in some cases. According to Grice (quoted in Thomas, 
1995, p.72), this is defined as "violated" because of non-compliance with a 
specific maxim. Besides, Grice (1975, p.49) says that if the speakers violate a 
maxim, then s / he is responsible for error. Also, Thomas said (1995, p.74) that 
"violating is the opposite of flouting," where the speaker says something is true to 
hide a lie or something the speaker wants to hide, which ultimately causes 
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misunderstanding from the addressee who believes what the speaker is saying. To 
find out the occurrence of violating in a conversation can be seen from the context 
of the speaker's conversation. Whereas flouting maxim is a speaker intentionally 
failing to fulfill maxim, but it implies something is true. The example is: 
A: What day is it now? 
B: Now, it's a sports schedule. 
Based on the conversation above, there is no apparent connection between 
question A and answer B. "Now it's sports schedule" is a response from question 
A that violates the maxim of relations because B does not seem to answer 
question A directly. In this case, the two conversation participants above are 
classmates at the same school and they know about their school schedules. 
Therefore, B’s response contains implicature: when the schedule shows the time 
the sport means at that time it shows Monday.  
 
2.5 Flouting Maxim 
Flouting maxim is the speaker deliberately ignores maxim. According to 
Grice (1975, p.49), this happens when the speaker intentionally fails to comply 
with the maxim. In addition, Thomas (1995, p.65) also said that "flouting can 
occur when the speaker fails to comply with the maxim on his speech that is done 
deliberately to produce implicature in his speech." In this case, to find out the 
occurrence of flouting a maxim in a conversation, it can be seen from the context 
of the speaker's conversation. 
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2.5.1 Flouting Maxim of Quantity 
Flouting the quantity occurs when the speaker fails to meet the maxim 
quantity intentionally. It is happening because the speaker conveys information in 
excess or less than what is needed by the addressee. The examples are: 
Simon: Do you like reading comics? 
Shireen: Yes, I like it. I also like romantic type novels. 
In the example of the conversation above, the information needed by 
Simon is only a Yes / No answer. But in her utterances, Shireen provided 
excessive information. Shireen contributed more than what Simon needed. In his 
words, Shireen implies that 'besides comics, novels are also fascinating to read.' 
 
2.5.2 Flouting Maxim of Quality 
Flouting maxim quality occurs when the speaker says something that does 
not represent what they really want to say. So that what is in their minds is 
different from what they say. The speaker does not obey the maxim of quality. 
The maxim requires the speaker to make good and right contributions, avoiding 
what is already believed that is wrong and not providing information without 
sufficient evidence. For example: 
"Laura is very charming. She is like an angel." 
The statement above means that Laura is a super beautiful girl. Therefore, 
to express Laura's beauty, the speaker gave the phrase 'angel' because the word 
'beautiful' is not enough to describe Laura's beauty. 
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2.5.3 Flouting Maxim of Relations 
Flouting maxim relations occur when the speaker says something that is 
not relevant to the topic being discussed deliberately. This means that the speaker 
is flouting the maxim of relations. However, that does not mean that the speaker 
wants to be irrelevant during communication. Speakers become irrelevant with 
reason because they want to hide the meaning of the addressee. The examples are: 
A: What day is it now? 
B: Now, it's a sports schedule. 
Based on the conversation above, there is no apparent connection between 
question A and answer B. "Now the schedule for sports" is a response from 
question A that violates the maxim of relations because B does not seem to 
answer question A directly. In this case, the two conversation participants above 
are classmates at the same school and they know about their school schedules. 
Therefore, B’s response contains implicature: when the schedule shows the time 
the sport means at that time it shows Monday. 
  
2.5.4 Flouting Maxim of Manner 
Flouting maxim of manner occurs when the speaker speaks incoherently, 
and they use expressions that are not polite, ambiguous terms, or talk ramblingly. 
The examples are: 
Interviewer: Did the US Government play any part in Duvalier's departure? Did 
they, for example, actively encourage him to leave? 
Official: I would not try to steer you away from that conclusion. 
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In the conversation above, the addressee answers the questions from the 
speaker using unclear speech. Therefore, the addressee's answer does not help the 
speakers to provide transparent information. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
 
This chapter presents the method used by the researcher to collect and 
analyze the data. It consists of research design, research instrument, data and data 
sources, technique of data collection, and technique of data analysis.  
 
3.1 Research Design  
In this research, the writer used a descriptive qualitative method to analyze 
the data to understand the two main characters use: Katie and Charlie's 
conversation in the "Midnight Sun" movie. Littoselliti (2010, p. 52) says that 
qualitative research is concerned with structure, pattern, and how something is. 
The reason why the qualitative method is applied because this study allows the 
researcher to observe and describe the utterances of Katie and Charlie that contain 
implicature, and it is used because the writer analyzes the participant's utterance 
based on word, phrase, sentence, and not dealing with the number. The analysis of 
the data is done by applying the theory of implicature by Grice (1975). 
 
3.2 Research Instruments 
In research, the essential instrument was human. This referred to the 
researcher herself, who collected the data form utterances and analyzed it. The 
researcher also used the laptop as the primary tool for downloaded and watched 
the movies. 
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3.3 Data and Data Sources 
 The data of this study was word, phrase, and sentence that transcribe from 
the “Midnight Sun” movie. The researcher analyzed the types of conversational 
implicature, each utterance that has hidden meaning, and the maxim that is 
violating or flouting from the two main characters. "Midnight Sun" is a film taken 
on March 23, 2018, about 91 minutes from the show's time. The film was 
downloaded from https://dunia21.me/midnight-sun-2018/and the film script was 
taken from https://www.scripts.com/script/midnight_sun_13750. 
 
3.4 Techniques of Data Collection 
 In the matter of collecting the data, the researcher had done some 
following steps, they are: 
1. First, the researcher collected the data by download "Midnight Sun" movie 
from https://dunia21.me/midnight-sun-2018/ and script of the movie 
from https://www.scripts.com/script/midnight_sun_13750.  
2. Second, the researcher watched the movie to understand the whole of 
"Midnight Sun" movie, so every dialogue between the two main characters 
can be understood and not missed the necessary information. 
3. The last, while watching, researcher marked the selected conversational 
implicature, by analyzing the utterances of the two main characters, Katie and 
Charlie. After that, the researcher classified the utterances into types of 
implicature, violating, and flouting maxim related to the theory. 
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3.5 Techniques of Data Analysis 
After collecting the data, the researcher did several steps to analyze the data, 
as follow:   
1. First, the researcher identified the types of conversational implicature in the 
movie transcript by bolding the utterances of Katie and Charlie as the two 
main characters. Then, give the code that corresponds to the type of 
implicature. 
 
Table 3.1 The Examples of Giving Code the Types of Conversational 
Implicature 
Code Types of Conversational Implicature 
GCI Generalized Conversational Implicature 
PCI Particularized Conversational Implicature 
 
Table 3.2 The Examples of Giving Code the Non-Observance –Maxim 
Code Non-Observance- Maxim 
V.quan Violating Maxim of Quantity 
V.qual Violating Maxim of Quality 
VR Violating Maxim of Relation 
VM Violating Maxim of Manner 
F.quan Flouting Maxim of Quantity 
F.qual Flouting Maxim of Quality 
FR Flouting Maxim of Relation 
FM Flouting Maxim of Manner 
 
After making this code, the example of bolding and giving code in movie 
transcript present as: 
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00:03:25 All things considered, I've got a pretty great life. But I still hold 
onto my dreams. No matter how impossible they may seem. (PCI-FM) 
00:07:17 Fred will be there. He'll watch out for me. And I graduated 
today! Isn't that the American tradition, to extend my curfew?(GCI-
VR) 
 
 
2. Second, the researcher classified data into types of conversational implicature 
along with a brief explanation of the hidden meaning based on Grice's theory 
to make it easier to analyze data. Then, after classifying the types of 
conversational, the researcher classified them to non-observance, which is 
violating or flouting the maxim of the utterances between the two main 
characters (Katie and Charlie).  
3. Third, the researcher has given a brief explanation of each type of 
conversational implicature in the data using Grice’s theory, then interpreted 
the implicit meaning that the two main characters uttered, and interpreted the 
maxim that violated or flouted by the two main characters, Katie and Charlie. 
4. Fourth, related to the second and third research problem, the researcher gave 
interpretation meaning of each utterances and maxim that violated or flouted 
by the two main characters. The researcher realized that types of 
conversational implicature and maxim that violated or flouted are related.  
5. The last, the researcher explained the result. Then, the researcher made the 
conclusion based on the result of this research.  
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter presents the findings and discussions of the research. The 
researcher gives the detailed interpretation of the result and proves the data. 
 
4.1 Findings  
This subchapter serves the findings of the data from the research problem, 
which is the types of conversational implicature, the meaning of each implicature 
found in the transcript of movie, and maxim that are violating or flouting in the 
conversation of the two main characters in the Midnight Sun movie. The results of 
the analyzed the two main character's utterance, 35 data contain types of 
conversational implicature and it is related with violating and flouting maxim. The 
utterances containing implicature are marked in a bold text, accompanied by 
interpretation and analysis. Besides that, researchers provide tables to make it 
easier to interpret the data that found as follow: 
4.1.1 Types of Conversational Implicature 
The first research question of this study is about types of conversational 
implicature produced by the two main characters in Midnight Sun movie. 
According to Grice (1975), there are two types of conversational implicature those 
are, generalized conversational implicature, and particular conversational 
implicature. All of those types show in the utterances of the two main characters 
in Midnight Sun movie.  
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Table 4.1 Types of Conversational Implicature 
 
No 
 
Types of Conversational Implicature 
Findings 
F  % 
1 Generalized Conversational Implicature 14 40 
2 Particularized Conversational Implicature 21 60 
TOTAL                                                                                                             35       100 
 
 The table 4.1indicates there are 35 types of conversational implicature 
found in the Midnight Sun movie. The table above shows that “Particularized 
Conversational Implicature” is the highest in frequency among generalized 
conversational implicature produced by the two main characters in Midnight Sun 
movie. It is the highest number of types of conversational implicature, which is 21 
data out of 35 data or 60% of data. Then generalized conversational implicature, 
which is 14 data out of 35 data or 40% data.  
 
4.1.1.1 Generalized Conversational Implicature 
Data 1 
Context : Katie explains about her life in the prolog. She tells the audience 
about her illness, how she survived against her disease. 
Katie : I have a rare genetic condition called Xeroderma Pigmentosum or 
XP, which basically means a severe sensitivity to sunlight. If the sun 
hits my skin, I get skin cancer, my brain starts to fail, and I could die. 
Pretty fun, right? 
 
 Katie's utterances above, introduces herself as a girl with skin cancer, 
called XP. This disease makes Katie absolutely not in the sun. Therefore, Katie's 
life was straightforward. Sleep during the day, and sing at night. Katie's words 
"Pretty fun, right?" has a hidden meaning. The utterance showed Katie's 
gratitude for the life that she had. Even though Katie lived struggling with her 
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illness, Katie never felt sad. Instead, Katie enjoyed her life and was happy with 
everything she had. 
 The meaning of Katie's word's "Pretty fun, right"? after she said that she 
had to struggle to stay alive every day, it seems like "my life is like a gift for 
every day." Katie said that despite having a deadly disease, Katie's life was 
precious, and Katie had to make her life more beautiful by not complaining about 
her illness. This was done by Katie to give a perspective to someone who had the 
same fate: to have a deadly disease, and they also had to enjoy the life they had 
every day and deserved to be happy. 
 In the dialogue above, Katie's utterances were included in the 
conversational implicature. Conversational implicature is a type of conversation 
that is done indirectly, which means that when the speakers did not follow the 
cooperative principles, they will imply meaning in their speech. In this case, Katie 
uses the implicature sentence in her words to give meaning that she deliberately 
hid. Katie expressed implicature in the sentence "Pretty fun, right?" which is 
this sentence is classified as generalized conversational implicature because the 
audience does not need to understand the context spoken by Katie. This means 
that Katie assumes that the audience understands the purpose of the expression 
Katie and the audience can infer the meaning implicit in it. That is why Katie's 
utterances are categorized as a generalized conversational implicature. 
 Katie’s utterance above, also include in violating maxim of quality. In 
this case, where Katie did not provide information that represented what was in 
her mind.   
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Data 2 
Context : On the day of graduation, Katie asked permission to go to the 
station to sing, although homeschooling Katie wants to celebrate 
her graduation. 
Katie : Hey, Dad, um... I was wondering if I could go play my 
new beautiful present at the train station tonight. 
Father : It's 10 o'clock. Why can't Morgan just come over? You could play 
here for me. 
Katie : Morgan's busy with her family. And, Dad, I love playing for you, 
I really do, but I also need to get used to playing in front of 
other people too. Please, please, please. Fred will be there. 
He'll watch out for me. And I graduated today! Isn't that the 
American tradition, to extend my curfew? 
 
Katie has a hobby of playing guitar; besides that Katie is also good at 
singing. Throughout all day long, Katie spent her time by composing her own 
songs. On the night of her graduation, Katie asked for permission so she could 
sing at the station, the only place Katie often visited. However, her father didn't 
allow Katie to leave because it was 10 o'clock. Katie said that there would be 
Fred, the station head who would look after her. Also, Katie said "And 
I graduated today! Isn't that the American tradition, to extend 
my curfew?" where these words have hidden meaning. Although Katie is 
homeschooling, it seems that Katie wants to do things that are usually done by the 
teenagers in general. 
Katie's words, "And I graduated today! Isn't that the American tradition, to 
extend my curfew?" has a hidden meaning, which sounds the same as "this is my 
specialty to me, today I graduated. So let me do something that I want to do 
on my special day". Katie's utterances show that in America, has become a 
tradition for parents to extend their children's curfew at certain times. Like when 
there are special days to celebrate a graduation. Although Katie didn't go to school 
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like other teenagers, Katie had her own way of honoring her graduation from 
homeschooling. 
 In Katie's dialogue above, belong to the conversational implicature. It is 
known that conversational implicature is a type of implicature that indirectly 
occurs when the speaker does not follow the cooperative principle, so they hide 
the meaning in their utterances. In this case, Katie uses the implicature sentence to 
give meaning that she deliberately hid. Katie showed the implicature in saying, 
"And I graduated today! Isn't that the American tradition, to extend my curfew?", 
which is classified as a generalized conversational implicature, because the 
addressee does not need a specific explanation to understand the meaning or 
context spoken by Katie. This means, Katie assumes that the audience understands 
the purpose of the expression Katie and the audience can infer the meaning 
implicit in it. 
 Katie’s utterance above related with violating of maxim. Katie’s utterance 
included in violating maxim of relation. It is because of Katie says something 
irrelevant to the topic being examined.  
Data 3 
Context : When Katie went to sing to the station to celebrate her 
graduation, suddenly Charlie appeared and surprised Katie. 
Charlie : Hey. 
Katie  : woah 
Charlie  : Whoa. I didn't mean to freak you out. 
Katie  : Uh, me? I'm not freaked out. Don't worry about it. 
  
        When Katie went to the station to sing, for the first time, Katie met Charlie in 
person. But that made Katie very surprised. Katie didn't expect that for the first 
time she would meet Charlie. Because, for years, Katie just only see Charlie from 
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her special window. Even though his meeting with Charlie happened accidentally, 
it was enough to make Katie nervous and try to avoid Charlie because Katie felt 
unprepared to meet Charlie. 
 In the dialog above, Katie's utterances contain hidden meanings. When 
Katie said, "Uh me? I'm not freaked out. Don't worry about it" what she meant 
was, "I didn't expect to meet Charlie here". This was supported by the look on 
Katie's face, who was very surprised, and her attitude, which showed like a scared 
person. As if showing a position that she wasn't ready to meet Charlie, and that 
made her uncomfortable. 
 In the dialogue above, Katie's utterances was included in the 
conversational implicature. Conversational implicature is a type of conversation 
that is done indirectly, which means that when the speakers did not follow the 
cooperative principles, they will imply meaning in their speech. In this case, Katie 
uses the implicature sentence in her words to give meaning that she deliberately 
hid. Katie expressed implicature in the utterance, "Uh, me? I'm not freaked out. 
Don't worry about it" which is this sentence is classified as generalized 
conversational implicature because the audience does not need to understand the 
context spoken by Katie. This means, Katie assumes that the audience understands 
the purpose of the expression Katie and the audience can infer the meaning 
implicit in it. That is why Katie's utterances are categorized as a generalized 
conversational implicature. 
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 Katie’s utterance above related with violating maxim. Katie’s utterance 
included in violating maxim of quality. Because in the utterance, she did not 
provide information that represented what was in her mind. 
Data 4 
Context  : Charlie accidentally meets Katie and asks Katie about where 
Katie's lived and school. 
Charlie  : Why are you packing up? Where are you going? 
Katie  : Um, home. I gotta go home. 
Charlie  : Home? Wait, you live here? Wait, you didn't go to Purdue High. 
Katie  : No. It's a very different school. And I graduated today and my 
dad's a super big worrier. 
 
            Katie is playing music and singing at the station. Not many people see her 
performance, only passing passengers who get off the train and who will get on 
the train. Katie was enjoying her appearance without realizing Charlie was 
walking toward her. When Charlie greeted Katie, she was shocked. She tried to 
leave, but Charlie tried to get in the way. Charlie asks where Katie's house, 
because Charlie sees that Katie isn't someone from a far off area. Also, Charlie 
asks if Katie lives here why not go to Purdue High School. 
           Katie's utterance included conversational implicature. It is proven by 
Katie’s utterance, "No. It's a very different school" means that Charlie and 
Katie are two different people. Charlie is a typical, healthy teenager so he can go 
to public schools, especially Purdue High, which is located close to their home. 
While Katie is a teenager with a deadly disease, so Katie cannot go to school like 
the other teenagers in general. 
 In the dialogue above, Katie's utterances belong to the conversational 
implicature. As it is known that conversational implicature is a type of implicature 
that occurs indirectly where the speaker does not follow the cooperative principle, 
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so they hide the meaning in their utterances. In this case, Katie uses the 
implicature sentence to give meaning that she deliberately hid. Katie showed the 
implicature in the utterance "No. It's a very different school", which is, classified 
as generalized conversational implicature. It is because the addressee does not 
need a specific explanation to understand the meaning or context spoken by Katie. 
This means, Katie assumes that the audiences understand the purpose of Katie's 
utterance and the audience can infer the meaning implicit in it.  
 Besides that, Katie’s utterances above related with violating maxim. 
Katie’s utterance include as violating maxim of relation. It is because Katie says 
something irrelevant to the topic being discussed.  
Data 5 
Context  : Katie went to the station to get her diary, which she thought was 
left behind at the station, and Fred kept it. 
Morgan  : Hey. How's your second date? 
Katie  : How could you do this to me? Oh, my God, I'm in sweatpants. My 
hair, it 's-it's a mess. It's tied. Oh, my God, I look like an idiot. 
 
Morgan lied to Katie and said that Fred kept Katie's diary. But what 
actually happened is Charlie kept Katie's diary. Knowing that her diary was 
abundant by Fred made Katie not have to dress up neatly to go to the station. 
After Katie knows that Charlie brought her diary, Katie is angry at Morgan over 
the phone because Katie was annoyed with Morgan for lying. If only Morgan had 
told the truth, so Katie could tidy herself up to meet Charlie. 
These words, "Oh, my God, I'm in sweatpants. My hair, it 's-it's a 
mess. It's tied. Oh, my God, I look like an idiot" contains an implicature, which 
is seems like "I look terrible". Which is the utterance shows that Katie is not 
wearing proper clothes, no makeup, and also untidy hair. Katie felt that this was 
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very embarrassing. Katie was in a lousy state to meet Charlie. Katie also felt that 
when meeting someone she admired, she must be extraordinary, beautiful, 
charming, and neat. 
 In the dialogue above, Katie's utterances were included in the 
conversational implicature. Conversational implicature is a type of conversation 
that is done indirectly, which means, when the speakers did not follow the 
cooperative principles, they will imply meaning in their speech. In this case, Katie 
uses the implicature sentence in her words to give meaning that she deliberately 
hid. Katie expressed implicature in the sentence, "Oh, my God, I'm in 
sweatpants. My hair, it 's-it's a mess. It's tied. Oh, my God, I look like an 
idiot" who is this sentence is classified as generalized conversational implicature 
because the audience does not need to understand the context spoken by Katie. 
This means, Katie assumes that the audience understands the purpose of the 
expression Katie and the audience can infer the meaning implicit in it. That is why 
Katie's utterances are categorized as a generalized conversational implicature. 
 In the Katie’s utterance above related with the violating maxim. Katie’s 
violating maxim of manner in her utterance. It is because Katie didn’t speak 
clearly and used ambiguous terms.   
Data 6 
Context  : Charlie accidentally read Katie's diary to find out if there was a 
telephone number or address of Katie in that dairy. 
Katie  : Are you serious? You read through my journal? 
Charlie  : Look, I... 
Katie  : This could have been a diary. I mean, it is, kind of. 
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At first, Katie was happy that her diary had been found, and the fact that 
Charlie had found it made her even more than satisfied. But Katie looked upset 
with Charlie after knowing that Charlie's attitude to reading Katie's diary without 
Katie's permission. A diary is a very private thing for someone who uses it. 
Someone like Katie, who only had her father and Morgan, of course, often wrote 
expressions from the heart in her diary. 
Katie's words, "This could have been a diary. I mean, it is, kind of" has 
a hidden meaning, which is it seems like "You can't read someone else's 
diary". In that utterances, Katie emphasizes the meaning that, a diary should not 
be read by anyone other than its owner. Because the diary is a book that is very 
private and could be contained, there is a story of someone's life journey or even 
someone's biggest secret. So that's why everyone will be uncomfortable if others 
read their diary without their permission. 
 In the dialogue above, Katie's utterances were included in the 
conversational implicature. Conversational implicature is a type of conversation 
that is done indirectly, which means that when the speakers did not follow the 
cooperative principles, they will imply meaning in their speech. In this case, Katie 
uses the implicature sentence in her words to give meaning that she deliberately 
hid. Katie expressed implicature in the sentence, "This could have been a diary. 
I mean, it is, kind of" which is this sentence is classified as generalized 
conversational implicature because the audience does not need to understand the 
context spoken by Katie. This means, Katie assumes that the audience understands 
the purpose of the expression Katie and the audience can infer the meaning 
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implicit in it. That is why Katie's utterances are categorized as a generalized 
conversational implicature. 
 Based on the Katie’s utterance above, it is related with violating maxim. In 
that utterance, Katie is violating maxim of quality. It is because Katie didn’t 
provide information that represented what was in her mind.  
Data 7 
Context  : Katie wanted to go with Charlie to sail in Charlie's boat, because 
this was the last chance for Katie. 
Katie  : Wait. I... I wanna go with him. 
Father  : Go where, honey? 
Katie  : Out, Sailing on the boat. I wanna go with him on the boat. Now. 
Father  : Honey. It'd be better if you just... 
Katie  : Please, Dad. Let me do this. It's okay Dad. I really want to. 
  
 Katie and Charlie decided to go through the days together again. Every 
day Charlie goes to Katie's house to spend time with Katie. They watch movies, 
play games, and mingle with his father and Morgan. The more days Katie's illness 
worsened, Katie paled, and trembling in her hands became stronger. One day 
Charlie said that he had to deliver the ship he was guarding to its owner, and Katie 
wanted to come with Charlie. Katie's said, "Please, Dad. Let me do this. It's 
okay Dad. I really want to" contain hidden meanings, where the meaning sounds 
like "I don't have much time left. Let me do this". Katie's utterances indicate 
that Katie will not regret doing this. Sunlight around the harbor with strong winds 
hit her skin, although Katie will die after that, Katie is happy because her dream 
came true. 
 In the dialogue above, Katie's utterances were included in the 
conversational implicature. Conversational implicature is a type of conversation 
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that is done indirectly, which means that when the speakers did not follow the 
cooperative principles, they will imply meaning in their speech. In this case, Katie 
uses the implicature sentence in her words to give the meaning that she 
deliberately hid. Katie expressed implicature in the sentence, "Please, Dad. Let 
me do this. It's okay Dad. I really want to" which is this sentence is classified 
as generalized conversational implicature because the audience does not need to 
understand the context spoken by Katie. This means, Katie assumes that the 
audience understands the purpose of the expression Katie and the audience can 
infer the meaning implicit in it. That is why Katie's utterances are categorized as a 
generalized conversational implicature. 
 Based on the Katie’s utterance above, it is related with flouting maxim. 
Katie’s utterance included in flouting maxim of quantity. It is because Katie 
provides information in excess or less than is needed.  
 
4.1.1.2 Particularized Conversational Implicture  
In this type of conversational implicature, the interlocutor does not need 
special knowledge to understand the meaning of an utterance because the context 
used in this type is a general utterance which makes the interlocutor immediately 
understand the meaning of the utterance. 
Data 1 
Context : Katie tells the audience about her daily activity as a girl who has 
a disease, and it is doesn't mean that impossible to have a 
dream.  
Katie  : Sleeping during the day and staying up all night, which, from what 
I've heard, is the schedule of most teenagers. And playing music 
every chance I get. All things considered, I've got a pretty great life. 
But I still hold onto my dreams. No matter how impossible they 
may seem. 
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Katie is a strong girl, even though she's not ordinary like the other friends, 
but Katie still has a dream. Katie's dream was to be able to feel happiness like 
when she was little. Sitting in the park and playing the guitar with her mother. 
This was Katie's biggest dream that she always held and hoped would one day 
come true. But Katie's utterances, "No matter how impossible they might 
seem", have hidden meanings, as Katie explained that she had skin cancer. Katie 
shouldn't be in the sun at all, which meant she couldn't achieve this dream. In 
addition, Katie's mother also passed away when Katie was a child and had not 
been diagnosed as a skin cancer patient. 
Katie's words, "No matter how impossible they might seem" have a hidden 
meaning, where the sentence is the same as "I can't just give up". In Katie's 
words, there was a hope that one day Katie would be able to reach her dream. 
Even though Katie knew that it would be difficult to do, also it was impossible to 
do because it was related to Katie's life. But Katie did not want to give up so 
easily in achieving her dream. Katie wanted to continue trying to reach the dream 
that she really wanted. 
 In the dialog above, Katie's utterances were included in the conversational 
implicature. Conversational implicature is a type of conversation that occurs 
indirectly, which means that when the speakers do not follow the cooperative 
principle, they will hide the meaning in their utterances. In this case, Katie uses 
the implicature sentence in her words to give meaning that she deliberately hid. 
Katie shows the implicature in the sentence "No matter how impossible they 
might seem" in which Katie's utterances are categorized into particularized 
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conversational implicature. Particularized conversational implicature is when 
the addressee indirectly needs more explanation to be able to understand the 
meaning of a conversation because the context used in the conversation is not 
general or specific in context. 
 Katie’s utterance above related with flouting maxim of manner. It is 
because Katie openly fails to obey the maxim with did not speak clearly and 
ambiguous terms.   
Data 2 
Context : Charlie was attending an event held by his school friends, and 
there was a girl who tried to approach Charlie. 
Zoe : You didn't get me a drink. 
Charlie : I did not know you were thirsty. 
Zoe : Now you do. 
 
While celebrating school graduation, Charlie didn't really enjoy the event. 
So far, Charlie did not feel his school days were so beautiful because Charlie had 
an accident that made Charlie had to stop being a swimmer. Charlie is so quiet 
and tends not to care about things that don't interest him. Likewise, with a girl 
who tried to tempt Charlie so Charlie could get her to drink it. However, Charlie's 
words indicate that Charlie refused the request. 
Charlie's words "I didn't know you were thirsty" have a hidden meaning, 
where Charlie's words are the same as "I don't want to drink with 
you." Charlie's words showed a refusal to Zoe. Even though Charlie didn't say it 
directly, but Charlie's words were quite visible that the meaning in it was Charlie 
was not interested in Zoe. Charlie is not even interested in this graduation 
celebration. 
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           Charlie's utterance above is classified as a conversational implicature. 
Conversational implicature occurs indirectly, which means that it happens when 
the speaker does not follow the cooperative principle so that the speaker hides the 
meaning in his words. In this case, Charlie uses the implicature sentence in his 
words to give sense that he intentionally hides. Also, Charlie shows the 
implicature by saying "I didn't know you were thirsty" which is Charlie's utterance 
are categorized into particularized conversational implicature. Particularized 
conversational implicature is when the addressee indirectly needs more 
explanation to be able to understand the meaning of a conversation because the 
context used in the conversation is not general or specific in context. 
 Based on the Charlie utterances above, shows Charlie is flouting maxim 
of manner. It is because Charlie did not speak clearly and says something 
ambiguous.    
Data 3 
Context : Charlie wanted to leave the school graduation celebration 
because he felt uncomfortable with the situation. 
Owen  : What... What are you doing? 
Charlie  : Dodging another bullet. 
Wes  : Come on, dude. It's our graduation night. 
 
Charlie is a handsome boy, cools, and well-achieving student, so that's 
why a lot of people admire Charlie and many want to be friends with him. But 
everything changed when Charlie had an accident that injured his shoulder. 
During the graduation ceremony, Charlie kept quiet, while his other friends sing a 
song, danced, enjoyed the food and joked with the others. Charlie is no longer 
passionate about graduation celebrations, because Charlie's school days are 
pathetic. It made Charlie think that there was no need to celebrate school 
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graduation. A lot of Charlie's friends who say sorry because of the accident that 
happened to Charlie, but all the words that sound like ridicule for Charlie because 
he was expelled from the swim club. 
Charlie's words above have hidden meanings. Which is the utterance 
showed Charlie's disgusting sympathy that tended to be ridiculed by his 
friends. “Dodging another bullets" sounds like "I'm sick of hearing all the 
words of the people here" and also the "bullet" that Charlie says is not really a 
bullet, but what Charlie means by "woman" is trying to tease Charlie. Because 
Charlie is not interested in the party, therefore Charlie avoids the "bullet." 
 In the dialogue above, Charlie’s utterance are included in the 
conversational implicature. The conversational implicature is a type of 
conversation that is carried out indirectly, which means that when the speaker 
does not follow the principles of cooperation, they will imply meaning in their 
speech. In this case, Charlie uses the implicative sentence in his words to give 
meaning that he deliberately hid. Charlie uses the words implicature "Dodging 
another bullet" which words are included in the particularized conversational 
implicature. It is called as particularized conversational implicature, because the 
addressee indirectly needs more explanation to understand the meaning of a 
conversation because the context that is used in the conversation is not general or 
specific. So that's why Charlie's sentence above is said to be a particularized 
conversational implicature. 
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 Charlie utterance above, it can be included in violating maxim of 
quantity. It is because in the conversation, Charlie provides less information than 
is needed.  
Data 4 
Context  : Katie was upset because she acted silly when she met with 
Charlie, and Morgan tried to calm her down. 
Morgan  : Well, at least you have M&M's. So, you've just gotta make up for it 
next time. 
Katie  : There's not gonna be a next time. 
Morgan  : You don't know that.             
  
Katie felt terrible after saying something absurd to Charlie. Katie worried 
that Charlie thought she was a strange girl who held a cat's death ceremony. But 
Morgan tried to make Katie calmer to improve the atmosphere between Katie and 
Charlie later. But Katie was very sure that there would be no chance to see Charlie 
again. Because accidentally, Katie made her first meeting with Charlie look bad. 
Katie's remarks belong to the conversational implicature. Seen from 
Katie's words, "There's not gonna be next time" which holds meanings 
like "I'm too shy to meet Charlie again." Katie's words above showed 
disappointment and also upset with herself for acting silly in front of Charlie. It 
happened because of their sudden meeting. 
           In the dialog above, Katie's utterances were included in the conversational 
implicature. Conversational implicature is a type of conversation that occurs 
indirectly, which means that when the speakers do not follow the cooperative 
principle, they will hide the meaning in their utterances. In this case, Katie uses 
the implicature sentence in her words to give meaning that she deliberately hid. 
Katie shows the implicature in her utterance "There's not gonna be next 
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time" which is Katie's utterances are categorized into particularized 
conversational implicature. Particularized conversational implicature is when 
the addressee indirectly needs more explanation to be able to understand the 
meaning of a conversation because the context used in the conversation is not 
general or specific in context. 
 Katie’s utterance above related with violating maxim. In this case, Katie 
violating maxim of quality. It is because Katie didn’t provide information that 
represented what was in her mind.   
Data 5 
Context  : It was the second time Charlie had met Katie, and Charlie was 
worried that Katie would have run away from him again after 
taking her diary. 
Charlie  : Wow, you exist. I thought I was dreaming last night or 
something. 
Katie  : Were you in the REM stage of sleep? 
Charlie  : What? 
Katie  : That's when most dreams happen, actually. 
 
 Katie went to the station to get her diary, which was left at the station. 
Even though Katie was surprised at first, but this time Katie tried to be more 
calms with Charlie because Katie didn't want to create a silly situation anymore. 
Seeing Katie for the second time, made Charlie sure that Katie is a unique girl. 
Even though Charlie knew that Katie would take her diary, Charlie still could not 
believe that he would meet again with Katie. 
               Charlie's words, "Wow, you exist. I thought I was dreaming last night 
or something" contains an implicature that has a meaning like "finally you want 
to see me". Charlie didn't mean to say that he was delirious or unconscious when 
he saw Katie before. It's just that Charlie was happy to see Katie again. Charlie 
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deliberately said it to tease Katie, who ran away after seeing Charlie and also 
hoping that Katie wouldn't run to avoid Charlie again. 
 Based on the dialog above, Charlie's utterances were included in the 
conversational implicature. Which is conversational implicature is a type of 
conversation that occurs indirectly, which means that when the speakers do not 
follow the cooperative principle, they will hide the meaning in their utterances. In 
this case, Charlie uses the implicature sentence in his words to give meaning that 
he deliberately hid. Charlie shows the implicature in the sentence, "Wow, you 
exist. I thought I was dreaming last night or something" which is this is not 
general or specific. So that's why Charlie's sentence above is said to be 
a particularized conversational implicature. 
 Based on the Charlie utterance above related with violating maxim. In that 
utterance, Charlie is violating maxim of quality. It is because Charlie didn’t 
provide information that represented what was in his mind.  
Data 6 
Context  : Charlie accompanied Katie, who was walking to go home, but 
Charlie was surprised to learn that their house was in the same 
place. 
Katie  : Um, so anyway, I'm right up here. So, you don't have to walk me. 
Charlie  : Wait, you live up there? I-I don't understand how 
we've never met. I've probably skated by your house, 
like, every day on the way to practice. 
Katie  : It's a... funny coincidence. 
  
         Charlie and Katie walked together to Katie's house. They stopped in front 
of the alley, and Katie said that her house was near the alley. But that surprised 
Charlie because Charlie's house was at the end of the alley where Charlie passed 
by Katie's house every day. But never once did Charlie see Katie in her house, or 
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even around the alley. Considering their houses are close together, it is quite 
impossible if they have never met even once. Charlie's utterances "I-I don't 
understand how we've never met" contain a hidden meaning. That is, Charlie's 
expression is like, "Did you just move here? I've never seen you at all". In the 
sentence above shows Charlie's curiosity, how could they never meet if their 
houses are close together. 
            In the dialog above, Charlie's utterances were included in the 
conversational implicature. Conversational implicature is a type of conversation 
that occurs indirectly, which means that when the speakers do not follow the 
cooperative principle, they will hide the meaning in their utterances. In this case, 
Charlie uses the implicature sentence in his words to give meaning that he 
deliberately hid. Charlie shows the implicature in his utterance "I-I don't 
understand how we've never met" which is Charlie's utterances are categorized 
into particularized conversational implicature. Particularized conversational 
implicature is when the addressee indirectly needs more explanation to be able to 
understand the meaning of a conversation because the context used in the 
conversation is not general or specific in context. 
 Based on the Charlie’s utterance above related with violating maxim. In 
that utterance, Charlie is violating maxim of quality. It is because he didn’t 
provide information that represented what was in his mind.  
Data 7 
Context  : Charlie, Katie, Morgan, and his friends join the party held at 
Zoe's house, because their party isn't going well. 
Zoe  : I was wondering where you were. Who are these people? 
Charlie  : Oh, these are my friends. And they brought you a keg. 
Zoe  : Great. Come on in. 
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The party hosted by Morgan and his friends became a boring party 
because they didn't have many friends. There are only six people at the party. 
Then Charlie had the idea of joining a party held at Zoe's house. Because Charlie 
thinks all the preparation that has been made will be in vain if the party is not 
continued. Especially food and drinks that have been prepared for the party will 
be wasted, and it's better to come to the Zoe party with the food and beverages. 
Charlie felt that it wouldn't be a problem because Zoe was Charlie's friend, and 
also Zoe will be happy if Charlie joins the party she is holding at her house. 
Charlie's words, "Oh, these are my friends. And they brought you a keg" has a 
hidden meaning. Where the meaning of Charlie's utterance is "I want to join 
your party by inviting my friends and don't worry, my friends bring 
something to this party". Charlie would feel bad if he came to Zoe's party 
empty-handed, so Charlie brought a barrel of drinks so he wouldn't feel 
uncomfortable with Zoe. 
           In the dialog above, Charlie's utterances were included in the 
conversational implicature. Conversational implicature is a type of conversation 
that occurs indirectly, which means that when the speakers do not follow the 
cooperative principle, they will hide the meaning in their utterances. In this case, 
Charlie uses the implicature sentence in his words to give meaning that he 
deliberately hid. Charlie shows the implicature in the sentence, "Oh, these are my 
friends. And they brought you a keg", in which Charlie's utterances are 
categorized into particularized conversational implicature. Particularized 
conversational implicature is when the addressee indirectly needs more 
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explanation to be able to understand the meaning of a conversation because the 
context used in the conversation is not general or specific in context. 
 Based on the Charlie utterance above related with flouting maxim. Charlie 
didn’t speak clearly and used ambiguous terms. In this case Charlie is flouting 
maxim of manner.  
Data 8           
Context  : Katie told her father that Katie loved a boy named Charlie and 
Katie wanted to introduce Charlie to her father. 
Father  : Does he know about your... 
Katie  : I haven't told him yet. 
Father  : No, Katie. No, I am not comfortable with him not knowing. 
Katie  : I know, I'm going to.. I just need a little bit longer of 
being someone more than just a disease. It's just a few more days, 
please? Like a normal girl. 
 
After going through various things with Charlie, Katie told her closeness 
to Charlie to her father. Katie is a girl who never lies to her father. Katie could not 
cover up anything she felt for her father. Katie said that Charlie was a good man 
and also sweet. But until a long time ago, Katie hadn't told Charlie about her 
illness, so Katie's father felt uncomfortable with it. Her father had to make sure 
that someone close to Katie had to know about Katie's condition so that if 
something happened to Katie, everyone would know what to do. 
As a girl who grew up, Katie had begun to recognize the meaning of 
loving a boy. Katie's utterances, "It's just a few more days, please? Like a 
normal girl" describes Katie's feeling that she wants to love and be loved by 
someone without thinking about her illness, like other normal girls. Also showed 
Katie's feelings that she wanted to feel happiness with the person she loved, and 
Charlie accepted Katie as she was. These utterances "It's just a few more days, 
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please?" also stressed that Katie could not forever be a girl who had a normal life. 
Katie could only do this for a while. 
           In the dialog above, Katie's utterances were included in the conversational 
implicature. Which is conversational implicature is a type of conversation that 
occurs indirectly, which means that when the speaker does not follow the 
cooperative principle, they will hide the meaning in their utterances. In this case, 
Katie uses the implicature sentence in her words to give meaning that she 
deliberately hid. Katie shows the implicature in the "It's just a few more days, 
please? Like a normal girl" in which Katie's utterances are categorized 
as particularized conversational implicature, the addressee indirectly needs 
more explanation to understand the meaning of a conversation because the context 
used in the conversation is not generally specific. So that's why Katie's sentence 
above is said to be a particularized conversational implicature. 
 In the Katie utterance above related with violating maxim. Katie didn’t 
speak clearly and used ambiguous terms in her utterances. In this case Katie 
violating maxim of manner.  
Data 9 
Context  : After some time Katie and Charlie backstreet, that day for the 
first time Katie told her father that she loved Charlie. 
Charlie  : What does Katie Price wanna do? 
Katie  : There are so many things I wanna do. 
 
         After dating secretly without Katie's father's knowledge, Katie finally 
ventured to tell her father that Katie was having a boyfriend that is Charlie. 
Charlie always makes Katie happy with even simple things. Even though it was 
just a walk, just went out to buy ice cream, but it succeeded in making Katie 
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happy. Katie's words above have a hidden meaning. Katie said, "There are so 
many things I want to do" which means "Finally I can do everything I 
want." From Katie's words, it seems that he was very happy after all his life, he 
only spent time only at home and singing and singing. There were so much that 
Katie wanted to do and so many places that she wanted to go, and of course, 
Charlie was willing to make Katie's wishes come true. 
           In the dialogue above, Katie's utterance is included in the conversational 
implicature. The conversational implicature is a type of conversation that is 
carried out indirectly, which means that when the speaker does not follow the 
principles of cooperation, they will imply meaning in their speech. In this case, 
Katie uses the implicative sentence in her words to give meaning that she 
deliberately hid. Katie uses the words implicature, "There are so many things I 
want to do" which words are included in the particularized conversational 
implicature. It is called as particularized conversational implicature because the 
addressee indirectly needs more explanation to understand the meaning of a 
conversation because the context that is used in the conversation is not general or 
specific. So that's why Katie's sentence above is said to be a particularized 
conversational implicature. 
 Based on the Katie’s utterance above related with violating maxim. Katie’s 
utterance included as violating maxim of quantity. It is because Katie provides 
information less that is needed.  
Data 10 
Context  : Charlie tells Katie that Charlie was surprised because the coach 
contacted Charlie so Charlie could swim again. 
Charlie  : The Berkeley coach called my house the other night. 
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Katie  : Really? 
Charlie  : Yeah, I mean, I guess one of the other swimmers transferred out 
and another spot opened up. 
Katie  : Wow. That's so crazy. You could get your spot back? 
 While hanging out with Katie, Charlie's mind was distracted by something. 
Charlie said that his coach contacted his parents that Charlie could swim again. 
But it seems the news is not something that very happy for Charlie. It is because 
he had an injury on his shoulder that he got in an accident. It made Charlie thinks 
that he couldn't swim as well as before he had a severe injury to his shoulder. 
Charlie also thinks that Charlie hasn't been swimming for a long time after leaving 
the club. His body might have been stiff and had to adapt again to the water. 
Besides that, there was also a reason that Charlie didn't want to leave Katie alone 
anymore. 
           Besides Charlie's utterances, "Yeah, I mean, I guess one of the other 
swimmers transferred out and another spot opened up" has a hidden meaning, 
it seems like "I think I can go back swimming". The meaning of Charlie's 
utterance above is that there is a chance that Charlie's position will return and 
become a swimmer again. But, Charlie was confused about his feelings; this news 
contrasted with his condition that had not fully recovered. Because of his feelings 
wavered, Charlie hiding the meaning he was saying to show that Charlie didn't 
really refuse either, just that his body wasn't ready to swim anymore. 
           In the dialogue above, Charlie's utterance is included in the conversational 
implicature. The conversational implicature is a type of conversation that is 
carried out indirectly, which means that when the speaker does not follow the 
principles of cooperation, they will imply meaning in their speech. In this case, 
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Charlie uses the implicative sentence in his words to give meaning that he 
deliberately hid. Charlie uses the words implicature, "Yeah, I mean, I guess one 
of the other swimmers transferred out and another spot opened up" which 
words are included in the particularized conversational implicature. It is called 
as particularized conversational implicature because the addressee indirectly 
needs more explanation to understand the meaning of a conversation because the 
context that is used in the conversation is not general or specific. So that's why 
Charlie's sentence above is said to be a particularized conversational implicature. 
 In the Charlie’s utterances above related with violating maxim. Charlie 
provides less information than is needed. It is because Charlie violating maxim of 
quantity.   
Data 11 
Context  : Charlie took Katie somewhere and asked Katie to fulfill her 
promise to sing a song. 
Charlie  : You're welcome. Okay. You turn. 
Katie  : For what? Oh! No, no, no, no, no 
Charlie  : Oh, yes. You owe me a song. 
 
When he first met Katie, Charlie had time to read Katie's diary he found at 
the station. Charlie didn't know that the contents of the diary were song lyrics. 
After they decided to date, Charlie went to take Katie to go to a place that was so 
amazing that of course, Katie had never been there. The place they visited was a 
bustling city, where there were many bright lights, street artists, and also street 
musicians. Charlie brought Katie to a music concert for the first time, and Katie 
was delighted to have Charlie in her life because Charlie realized Katie's dreams 
one by one. Charlie said, "You owe me a song" that is has a hidden meaning. 
The words sound like "I want to hear your singing too", because Charlie thinks 
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that a song will sound beautiful if sung. Also, Charlie said that to Katie because 
Charlie only reads the lyrics to Katie's songs. 
 In the dialogue above, Charlie's utterance is included in the conversational 
implicature. The conversational implicature is a type of conversation that is 
carried out indirectly, which means that when the speaker does not follow the 
principles of cooperation, they will imply meaning in their speech. In this case, 
Charlie uses the implicature sentence in his words to give meaning that he 
deliberately hid. Charlie uses the words implicature "You owe me a song", 
which words are included in the particularized conversational implicature. It is 
called as particularized conversational implicature because the addressee 
indirectly needs more explanation to understand the meaning of a conversation 
because the context that is used in the conversation is not general or specific. So 
that's why Charlie's sentence above is said to be a particularized conversational 
implicature. 
 In the Charlie’s utterance above related with flouting maxim. Charlie’s 
utterance include in flouting maxim of quantity. It is because Charlie provides 
information that is excessive or less that what is needed.  
Data 12 
Context  : Katie asked Morgan to delete the messages from Charlie so that 
Katie would not reply to the message. 
Katie  : Look, if I read them, then I'm gonna reply, then he's gonna reply and 
then we're gonna meet up. Which is we can't. 
Morgan  : Why can't you? I... You don't have to be a martyr just 
to protect Charlie's feelings. He's a big boy. I'm sure he can handle it. 
Katie  : I can't handle it. Okay? He's gonna get hurt, and I'm not gonna be 
the one who hurts him. So, please, can you just delete them? 
Morgan  : Yeah. Okay. 
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 When Katie and Morgan go on a date, they go to a concert, tour the city, 
and spend the night together until they forget the time. Katie was supposed to be 
at home at midnight, but it was 4:50 in the morning, and they still hadn't realized 
that. As a result, they came home late, and Katie was exposed to the sun. Even 
though it was only one second, it was fatal. Since that day, Katie avoided Charlie, 
he refused to meet with Charlie and also ignored Charlie's messages and calls. 
This was done by Katie because she felt guilty for lying to Charlie about her 
illness and also did not want Charlie to blame himself for this. 
            Katie's words, "He's gonna get hurt, and I'm not gonna be the one who 
hurts him" have a hidden meaning. The meaning of Katie's words 
was, "Someday if I die, then I've hurt Charlie". Katie's utterances conceal the 
meaning that refers to her death. Even though Katie was only exposed to the sun 
for just one second, it changed Katie's entire life. Katie began to show symptoms 
that were quite fatal, which made Katie aware that her life was not long. 
            In the dialog above, Katie's utterances were included in the conversational 
implicature. Conversational implicature is a type of conversation that occurs 
indirectly, which means that when the speakers do not follow the cooperative 
principle, they will hide the meaning in their utterances. In this case, Katie uses 
the implicature sentence in her words to give meaning that she deliberately hid. 
Katie shows the implicature in the sentence, "He's gonna get hurt, and I'm not 
gonna be the one who hurts him" in which Katie's utterances are categorized 
into particularized conversational implicature. Particularized conversational 
implicature is when the addressee indirectly needs more explanation to be able to 
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understand the meaning of a conversation because the context used in the 
conversation is not general or specific in context.  
 Katie’s utterance above related with flouting maxim. Katie provides 
information that not represented what was in her mind. In this case, Katie is 
flouting maxim of quality.  
Data 13 
Context  : Charlie wants to repay Katie for making Charlie excited to 
reach his goals. 
Charlie  : Katie, it's already done. Okay, you helped me figure out my dreams 
and now it is payback time. 
Katie  : I can't play anymore. 
Charlie  : Then just sing. 
 
 When Katie went on a date with Charlie, because this moment was so 
happy they forgot the time. It was 4.50 in the morning, and Katie had not 
returned. When she realized that it was morning and the sun would rise, Katie was 
panicked. Katie asked Charlie to drive really fast. But the sun always appeared 
just in time, and the sunlight touched Katie's skin. It didn't take much time, only 
one second, and that changed Katie's entire life. Katie began to cause intense 
symptoms. Katie began to turn pale, unexpected shaking, muscle spasms, and also 
lost motor function. This condition made Katie didn't want to meet Charlie with 
her current situation. Katie's utterances, "I can't play anymore", have sad 
implications. The meaning that was hidden by Katie was, Katie really could not 
do anything during her dying condition. But Charlie asked her to record a song. 
Because Charlie wanted before Katie left, Katie could achieve her goal of making 
her own album. 
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 In the dialog above, Katie's utterances were included in the conversational 
implicature. Which is conversational implicature is a type of conversation that 
occurs indirectly, which means that when the speaker does not follow the 
cooperative principle, they will hide the meaning in their utterances. In this case, 
Katie uses the implicature sentence in her words to give meaning that she 
deliberately hid. Katie shows the implicature in the sentence "I can't play 
anymore" in which Katie's utterances are categorized as particularized 
conversational implicature because the addressee indirectly needs more 
explanation to understand the meaning of a conversation because the context that 
used in the conversation is not general or specific. So that's why Katie's sentence 
above is said to be a particularized conversational implicature. 
 Katie’s utterance above related with violating maxim. Katie’s utterances 
show that she didn’t speak clearly and used ambiguous terms. I this case, Katie’s 
violating maxim of manner.  
 
4.1.2 Maxim that violating or flouting in the conversation Katie and Charlie 
in the Midnight Sun movie.  
In this case, researchers examine more detail about the maxims violating 
or flouting by Katie and Charlie in the Midnight Sun movie. According to Grice, 
there are four maxim realizations, both violating and flouting, they are; maxim of 
quantity, maxim of quality, maxim of manner, and maxim of relation. 
In this research, the researcher found 4 maxims that was violating and 3 
maxims that was flouting by Katie and Charlie. For further explanation, the 
researcher displays a table and gives examples of each data. 
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Table 4.2 Violating or Flouting Maxim Produces by Katie and Charlie 
No Non-Observance- Maxim 
Findings 
F % 
1 Violating Maxim of Quantity 6 17 
2 Violating Maxim of Quantity 13 37 
3 Violating Maxim of Relation 2 6 
4 Violating Maxim of Manner 5 14 
5 Flouting Maxim of Quantity 3 9 
6 Flouting Maxim of Quality 1 3 
7 Flouting Maxim of Manner 5 14 
TOTAL                                                                                35          100 
 
  
From the table above, violating or flouting the maxim that dominates is 
violating maxim of quantity. Besides, the other violating or flouting also produced 
by Katie and Charlie. For more detail about violating or flouting maxim, see 
below:  
 
4.1.2.1 Violating Maxim of Quantity 
 Violating maxim of quantity happen when the speaker says something 
right to imply something that is not the truth, it can be the speaker provide less 
information or too much information that is needed.  
Data 1  
Context : Charlie wanted to leave the school graduation celebration 
because he felt uncomfortable with the situation. 
Owen  : What... What are you doing? 
Charlie  : Dodging another bullet. 
Wes  : Come on, dude. It's our graduation night. 
 
Charlie's words above appear that he does not observe the cooperative 
principle. In this case, Charlie violating maxim, because he says something right 
to imply something that is not the truth. This causes Charlie is violating maxim 
of quantity, which means Charlie provides less information than is needed. A 
flout can occur because the speaker fails to understand the saying at the level of 
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need in a conversation to produce an implicature, and it is done intentionally. It 
was clearly done by Charlie through his words "Dodging another bullet" Charlie 
did not provide enough information to answer Owen's question. Instead of 
answering that Charlie wanted to go to avoid the girls and the words of his friends 
that were not pleasant to hear, Charlie would rather just say that he was dodging 
bullets. So, in this case, Charlie is violating maxim of quantity. 
Data 2 
Context  : After some time Katie and Charlie backstreet, that day for the 
first time Katie told her father that she loved Charlie. 
Charlie  : What does Katie Price wanna do? 
Katie  : There are so many things I wanna do. 
 
 Based on the Katie's words above appear that she does not observe the 
cooperative principle. In this case, Katie is violating maxim. Which is Katie says 
something right to imply something that is not the truth. This causes Katie is 
violating the maxim of quantity, which means Katie provides less information 
than is needed. A flout can occur because the speaker fails to understand the 
saying at the level of need in a conversation in order to produce an implicature, 
and it is done intentionally. This was proven by Katie, who said that there were 
many things she wanted to do, which showed that the information Katie delivered 
above was less than needed. Therefore, in her words, Katie is violating the maxim 
of quantity. 
Data 3  
Context  : Charlie tells Katie that Charlie was surprised because the coach 
contacted Charlie so Charlie could swim again. 
Charlie  : The Berkeley coach called my house the other night. 
Katie  : Really? 
Charlie  : Yeah, I mean, I guess one of the other swimmers transferred out 
and another spot opened up. 
Katie  : Wow. That's so crazy. You could get your spot back? 
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Charlie's words above indicate that he does not observe the cooperative 
principle. In this case, Charlie violating maxim, because he says something true to 
imply something that is not the truth. This causes Charlie is violating maxim of 
quantity, which means Charlie provides less information than is needed. A flout 
can occur because the speaker fails to understand the saying at the level of need in 
a conversation in order to produce an implicature, and it is done intentionally. 
This happened because Charlie did not provide complete information, where 
Charlie only said that one of his swim club members was moved. Which means 
Charlie can come back and get his position as a swimmer again. Therefore, in this 
case, Charlie is violating maxim of quantity. 
 
4.1.2.2 Violating Maxim of Quality 
Maxim of quality occurs when the speaker does not provide information or 
does not say something that represents what is in his mind. So, violating maxim of 
quality is when the speaker says something right to imply something that is not 
the truth by not saying what the speaker actually thinks. So this maxim requires 
the speaker to make the right contribution. 
Data 4 
Context : Katie explains about her life in the prolog. She tells the audience 
about her illness, how she survived against her disease. 
Katie : I have a rare genetic condition called Xeroderma Pigmentosum or 
XP, which basically means a severe sensitivity to sunlight. If the sun 
hits my skin, I get skin cancer, my brain starts to fail, and I could die. 
Pretty fun, right? 
 
In Katie's utterances above, shows that it does not make observance of the 
cooperative principle. In this case, Katie is violating maxim. Which is Katie says 
something right to imply something that is not the truth. That caused Katie 
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to violating maxim of quality, where Katie did not observe the maxim quality, 
which was the maxim that required Katie to make the right contribution, which 
means that Katie did not provide information that represented what was in her 
mind. This is evidenced by the words of Katie, who said, "Pretty fun, right?" but 
what Katie really felt was sadness and how difficult it was to survive with an 
illness. So Katie's utterances are violating maxim of quality. 
Data 5 
Context : When Katie went to sing to the station to celebrate her 
graduation, suddenly Charlie appeared and surprised Katie. 
Charlie : Hey. 
Katie  : woah 
Charlie  : Whoa. I didn't mean to freak you out. 
Katie  : Uh, me? I'm not freaked out. Don't worry about it. 
 
In Katie's utterances above indicate that she does not attend observance of 
the cooperative principle. In this case, Katie is violating maxim. Which is Katie 
says something that is true to imply something that is not the truth. That caused 
Katie to violating maxim of quality, where Katie did not observe the maxim 
quality, which was the maxim that required Katie to make the right contribution, 
which means that Katie did not provide information that represented what was in 
her mind. This is evidenced by the words of Katie, who said, "Uh, me? I'm 
not freaked out. Don't worry about it" where the truth was in Katie's mind that 
she was scared because she met Charlie all of a sudden. Also, Katie showed the 
attitude of someone who was afraid and tried to avoid Charlie. So Katie's 
utterances are violating maxim of quality. 
Data 6 
Context  : Katie was upset because she acted silly when she met with 
Charlie, and Morgan tried to calm her down. 
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Morgan  : Well, at least you have M&M's. So, you've just gotta make up for it 
next time. 
Katie  : There's not gonna be a next time. 
Morgan  : You don't know that.             
  
In Katie's utterances above indicate that she does not make observance of 
the cooperative principle. In this case, Katie violating maxim, because she says 
something true to imply something that is not the truth. That caused Katie to 
violating maxim of quality, where Katie did not observe the maxim quality, 
which was the maxim that required Katie to make the right contribution, which 
means that Katie did not provide information that represented what was in her 
mind. This was proven by Katie's saying, "There's gonna be next time" which 
shows that there won't be a chance for her to meet Charlie again. But what Katie 
really thought was that there wasn't a chance, but Katie was too embarrassed to 
meet Charlie after saying something that didn't make sense. So, in her words, 
Katie is violating the maxim of quality. 
Data 7 
Context  : It was the second time Charlie had met Katie, and Charlie was 
worried that Katie would have run away from him again after 
taking her diary. 
Charlie  : Wow, you exist. I thought I was dreaming last night or 
something. 
Katie  : Were you in the REM stage of sleep? 
Charlie  : What? 
Katie  : That's when most dreams happen, actually. 
 
 In Charlie's utterances above appears that he does not make observance of 
the cooperative principle. In this case, Charlie is violating maxim. Which is he 
says something true to imply something that is not the truth. That caused Charlie 
to violating maxim of quality, where Charlie did not observe the maxim quality, 
which was the maxim that required Charlie to make the right contribution. This 
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means that Charlie did not provide information that represented what was in his 
mind. This was proven by Charlie, who said as if Katie is not something that was 
not real. But Charlie said it was only to tease Katie, who ran away to see Charlie 
and just disappeared. So, in this case, Charlie is violating maxim of quality. 
Data 8 
Context  : Charlie accidentally read Katie's diary to find out if there was a 
telephone number or address of Katie in that dairy. 
Katie  : Are you serious? You read through my journal? 
Charlie  : Look, I... 
Katie  : This could have been a diary. I mean, it is, kind of. 
 
 In Katie's utterances above appear that Katie does not make observance of 
the cooperative principle. In this case, Katie violating maxim, because she says 
something true to imply something that is not the truth. That caused Katie 
to violating maxim of quality, where Katie did not observe the maxim quality, 
which was the maxim that required Katie to make the right contribution, which 
means that Katie did not provide information that represented what was in her 
mind. This is clearly seen in Katie's sentence. Rather than saying directly what 
was in Katie's mind, she put more emphasis on the meaning of the diary book 
itself, which is Katie should suffice to say that a diary is something that is very 
private. So in that utterance, Katie is violating maxim of quality. 
Data 9 
Context  : Charlie accompanied Katie, who was walking to go home, but 
Charlie was surprised to learn that their house was in the same 
place. 
Katie  : Um, so anyway, I'm right up here. So, you don't have to walk me. 
Charlie  : Wait, you live up there? I-I don't understand how 
we've never met. I've probably skated by your house, 
like, every day on the way to practice. 
Katie  : It's a... funny coincidence.  
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 In Charlie's utterances above appear that Charlie does not make 
observance of the cooperative principle. In this case, Charlie is violating maxim.  
Which is Charlie, says something true to imply something that is not the truth. 
That caused Charlie to violating maxim of quality, where Charlie did not 
observe the maxim quality, which was the maxim that required Charlie to make 
the right contribution. This means that Charlie did not provide information that 
represented what was in his mind. This was proven by Charlie saying that he 
passed Katie's house every day and had never seen Katie. But what Charlie really 
thought was he guessed that Katie had just moved near his house, so they had 
never met. So based on Charlie's utterances, he is violating maxim of quality. 
 
4.1.2.3 Violating Maxim of Relation 
This maxim occurs when the speaker says something irrelevant to the topic 
of the conversation. So, violating maxim of relation is when the speaker says 
something right to imply something not the truth by saying irrelevant to the topic 
of the conversation.  
Data 10 
Context : On the day of graduation, Katie asked permission to go to the 
station to sing, although homeschooling Katie wants to celebrate 
her graduation. 
Katie : Hey, Dad, um... I was wondering if I could go play my 
new beautiful present at the train station tonight. 
Father : It's 10 o'clock. Why can't Morgan just come over? You could play 
here for me. 
Katie : Morgan's busy with her family. And, Dad, I love playing for you, 
I really do, but I also need to get used to playing in front of 
other people too. Please, please, please. Fred will be there. 
He'll watch out for me. And I graduated today! Isn't that the 
American tradition, to extend my curfew? 
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In Katie's utterances above appear that Katie does not observe to the 
cooperative principle. In this case, Katie is violating maxim. Which is she says 
something true to imply something that is not the truth. This caused Katie 
to violating maxim of relation, where she said something irrelevant to the topic 
being examined. This is proven by Katie's words emphasizing that, now she 
graduated, Katie deliberately changed the topic and stresses the point of "And I 
graduated today" to get permission so that Katie could go to the station. So that's 
why Katie's words violate the maxim of relations. 
Data 11 
Context  : Charlie accidentally meets Katie and asks Katie about where 
Katie's lived and school. 
Charlie  : Why are you packing up? Where are you going? 
Katie  : Um, home. I gotta go home. 
Charlie  : Home? Wait, you live here? Wait, you didn't go to Purdue High. 
Katie  : No. It's a very different school. And I graduated today and my 
dad's a super big worrier. 
 
In Katie's utterances above indicate that Katie does not observe the 
cooperative principle. In this case, Katie violating maxim, because she says 
something true to imply something that is not the truth. This caused Katie 
to violating the maxim of relation, where she said something irrelevant to the 
topic being discussed. This was proven by Katie, who said that she did not go to 
Purdue High School and said that she graduated from her homeschooling today 
and her father was very worried. From Katie's utterances, Katie was saying 
something irrelevant and trying to change the subject so that Katie could leave 
immediately. So that's why Katie's words violate the maxim of relations. 
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4.1.2.4 Violating Maxim of Manner 
This maxim occurs when the speaker doesn’t speak well and clearly, and 
may also use impolite expression, ambiguous term and speak not at the point.  So, 
violating maxim of manner is when the speaker says something right to imply 
something not the truth by saying not the point. 
Data 12 
Context  : Katie went to the station to get her diary, which she thought was 
left behind at the station, and Fred kept it. 
Morgan  : Hey. How's your second date? 
Katie  : How could you do this to me? Oh, my God, I'm in sweatpants. My 
hair, it 's-it's a mess. It's tied. Oh, my God, I look like an idiot. 
 
 Katie's words above appear that Katie does not make observance of the 
cooperative principle. In this case, Katie is violating maxim. Which is Katie says 
something true to imply something that is not the truth. It causes Katie violating 
maxim of manner, which means she does not obey the maxim of manner. Which 
is a maxim of manner occurs when the speaker does not speak well and clearly, 
and may also use impolite expressions, ambiguous terms, and speak not at the 
point. This was proven by Katie, who spoke in an irreverent or blabbering 
manner. Instead of saying it directly, if it looks terrible, Katie uses more unclear 
sentences. So, in this case, Katie is violating the maxim of manner. 
Data 13 
Context  : Katie told her father that Katie loved a boy named Charlie and 
Katie wanted to introduce Charlie to her father. 
Father  : Does he know about your... 
Katie  : I haven't told him yet. 
Father  : No, Katie. No, I am not comfortable with him not knowing. 
Katie  : I know, I'm going to.. I just need a little bit longer of 
being someone more than just a disease. It's just a few more days, 
please? Like a normal girl. 
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Katie's words above appear that Katie does not make observance of the 
cooperative principle. In this case, Katie violating maxim, because she says 
something right to imply something that is not the truth. It causes Katie violating 
the maxim of manner, which means she does not obey the maxim of manner. 
Which is the maxim of manner occurs when the speaker does not speak well and 
clearly, and may also use impolite expressions, ambiguous terms, and speak not at 
the point. This was proven by Katie, who said obscure things, where Katie meant 
she wanted to be loved and become a girl without illness, and to be the perfect girl 
for Charlie. So that's why Katie is violating the maxim of manner. 
Data 14 
Context  : Charlie wants to repay Katie for making Charlie excited to 
reach his goals. 
Charlie  : Katie, it's already done. Okay, you helped me figure out my dreams 
and now it is payback time. 
Katie  : I can't play anymore. 
Charlie  : Then just sing. 
 
Katie's words above appear that Katie does not make observance of the 
cooperative principle. In this case, Katie violating maxim, because she says 
something true to imply something that is not the truth. It causes Katie violating 
the maxim of manner, which means she does not obey the maxim of manner. 
Which is the maxim of manner that occurs when the speaker does not speak well 
and clearly, and may also use impolite expressions, ambiguous terms, and speak 
not at the point. This was proven by Katie, who said that she could no longer play 
the guitar, which was an ambiguous utterance. Instead of saying that her hand 
muscles were cramped, Katie said that she could no longer play the guitar, which 
had ambiguous meaning. Therefore, Katie is violating the maxim of manner. 
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4.1.2.5 Flouting Maxim of Quantity 
Flouting itself occurs when the speakers openly fails to obey maxim with 
what the speaker intending to obtain implicature. So, flouting maxim of quantity 
is when the speaker openly fails to obey the maxim to obtain implicature by gives 
information in excess or even less than what is needed.  
Data 15 
Context  : Charlie took Katie somewhere and asked Katie to fulfill her 
promise to sing a song. 
Charlie  : You're welcome. Okay. You turn. 
Katie  : For what? Oh! No, no, no, no, no 
Charlie  : Oh, yes. You owe me a song. 
  
 Charlie's words above appear that Charlie does not make observance of the 
cooperative principle. Therefore, Charlie flouting the maxim of quantity; this 
happens when Charlie openly fails to obey maxim with what he says intending to 
obtain implicature. Flouting maxim of quantity occurs because the speakers 
provide information that is excessive or even less than needed. This is evidenced 
by Charlie's words that say something less than what is required by Katie. Charlie 
said that Katie owed Charlie a song, without explaining that Katie had asked 
Charlie to rate the songs Katie had written. Therefore, in his words, Charlie is 
flouting the maxim of quantity. 
Data 16  
Context  : Katie wanted to go with Charlie to sail in Charlie's boat, because 
this was the last chance for Katie. 
Katie  : Wait. I... I wanna go with him. 
Father  : Go where, honey? 
Katie  : Out, Sailing on the boat. I wanna go with him on the boat. Now. 
Father  : Honey. It'd be better if you just... 
Katie  : Please, Dad. Let me do this. It's okay Dad. I reallywant to. 
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  In Katie's utterances above indicate that Katie does not make observance 
of the cooperative principle because Katie said something that isn't cooperative. 
Therefore, Katie is flouting maxim of quantity. It is because a flout occurs when 
Katie openly fails to obey maxim with what she says intending to obtain 
implicature. Flouting maxim of quantity occurs when the speaker gives 
information in excess or even less than what is needed. This was proven by Katie, 
who deliberately failed to meet the maxim by saying that information was less 
than the required addressee. Katie's words above show that Katie has no chance to 
realize her dream because her life will not be long. So, Katie is flouting the maxim 
of quantity. 
 
4.1.2.6 Flouting Maxim of Quality 
Flouting itself occurs when the speakers openly fails to obey maxim with 
what the speaker intending to obtain implicature. So, flouting maxim of quality is 
when the speaker openly fails to obey the maxim to obtain implicatureby saying 
something that is not based on what the speaker actually thinks.  
Data 17 
Context  : Katie asked Morgan to delete the messages from Charlie so that 
Katie would not reply to the message. 
Katie  : Look, if I read them, then I'm gonna reply, then he's gonna reply and 
then we're gonna meet up. Which is we can't. 
Morgan  : Why can't you? I... You don't have to be a martyr just 
to protect Charlie's feelings. He's a big boy. I'm sure he can handle it. 
Katie  : I can't handle it. Okay? He's gonna get hurt, and I'm not gonna be 
the one who hurts him. So, please, can you just delete them? 
Morgan  : Yeah. Okay. 
 
 Katie's words above appear that Katie does not make observance of the 
cooperative principle. Therefore, Katie is flouting the maxim of quality. It is 
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happens when Katie openly fails to obey maxim with what he says intending to 
obtain implicature. The purpose of flouting the maxim of quality is it can happen 
when the speaker intentionally fails to meet the maxim by saying something that 
is not based on what the speaker actually thinks. This was proven by Katie, who 
said that Charlie would be hurt by it. But what Katie was thinking was that she 
was worried that if one day she left this world, that would hurt Charlie. So Katie 
thinks it's better if Katie leaves Charlie sooner. Therefore, in his speech, Katie is 
flouting the maxim of quality. 
 
4.1.2.7 Flouting Maxim of Manner 
Flouting itself occurs when the speakers openly fails to obey maxim with 
what the speaker intending to obtain implicature. So, flouting the maxim of 
manner is when the speaker openly fails to obey the maxim to obtain implicature, 
by saying does not well and clearly, and may also use the impolite expression, 
ambiguous term, and speak not at the point. 
Data 18 
Context : Katie tells the audience about her daily activity as a girl who has 
a disease, and it is doesn't mean that impossible to have a 
dream.  
Katie  : Sleeping during the day and staying up all night, which, from what 
I've heard, is the schedule of most teenagers. And playing music 
every chance I get. All things considered, I've got a pretty great life. 
But I still hold onto my dreams. No matter how impossible they 
may seem. 
 
 Katie's words above appear that Katie does not make observance of the 
cooperative principle. Therefore, Katie flouting maxim of manner; this happens 
when Katie openly fails to obey maxim with what she says intending to obtain 
implicature. Flouting maxim of manner occurs when the speaker does not speak 
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well and clearly, and may also use impolite expressions, ambiguous terms, and 
speak not at the point. This was proven by Katie's saying "No matter how 
impossible they might seem" where the sentence was an ambiguous sentence that 
Katie deliberately said. Where the word "they" which shows ambiguity is not 
clearly stated its meaning. So, Katie's utterances are classified as flouting maxim 
of manner. 
Data 19 
Context : Charlie was attending an event held by his school friends, and 
there was a girl who tried to approach Charlie. 
Zoe : You didn't get me a drink. 
Charlie : I did not know you were thirsty. 
Zoe : Now you do. 
 
Charlie's words above appear that Charlie does not observe the cooperative 
principle. In this case, Charlie is flouting maxim of manner. This happens when 
Charlie openly fails to obey maxim with what she says intending to obtain 
implicature. Flouting maxim of manner occurs when the speaker does not speak 
well and clearly, and may also use impolite expressions, ambiguous terms, and 
speak not at the point. This is evidenced by Charlie's words, "I did not know you 
were thirsty" where this sentence shows that Charlie's words are ambiguous. 
Charlie said that he didn't know that Zoe was thirsty, while the meaning of what 
Charlie said was he wasn't interested in Zoe. So, in this case, Charlie is flouting 
maxim of manner. 
Data 20 
Context  : Charlie, Katie, Morgan, and his friends join the party held at 
Zoe's house, because their party isn't going well. 
Zoe  : I was wondering where you were. Who are these people? 
Charlie  : Oh, these are my friends. And they brought you a keg. 
Zoe  : Great. Come on in. 
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Charlie's words above appear that Charlie does not make observance to the 
cooperative principle. Therefore, Charlie is flouting maxim of manner. It is 
when Charlie openly fails to obey maxim with what he says with the intention of 
obtaining implicature. Flouting maxim of manner occurs when the speaker does 
not speak well and clearly, and may also use impolite expressions, ambiguous 
terms, and speak not at the point. This was proven by Charlie, who said 
ambiguous utterances. Charlie says that he invites his friends to Zoe's party and 
brings joy. Where Charlie meant by reading a keg was to be allowed to join Zoe's 
party. So, in this case, Charlie is flouting the maxim of manner.  
 
4.2 Discussion 
This research focused on analyzing the types of conversational implicature, 
the meaning of each implicature in the utterances, and the maxim that violated and 
flouted in the Midnight Sun movie. The finding of the types of conversational 
implicature showed there are 35 utterances produced by the two main characters, 
Katie and Charlie, they are generalized conversational implicature and 
particularized conversational implicature. Particularized conversational 
implicature is the highest frequency with 21 times, and generalized conversational 
implicature happened 14 times. The finding of the maxim that violated or flouted 
it shows that there are 6 violating maxim of quantity, 13 violating maxim of 
quality, 2 violating maxim or relation, and 5 violating maxim of manner, then 3 
flouting maxim of quantity, 1 flouting maxim of quality, and 5 flouting maxim of 
manner. Then, the researcher also interpreted about the meaning of each 
implicature produced by Katie and Charlie. 
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In this research, the finding shows that particularized conversational 
implicature is mostly used in the Midnight Sun movie. Because the main character 
tries to keep a secret that she has, so that she doesn't get caught until the right time 
to reveal the secret. This is following the understanding of particularized 
conversational implicature, which is the addressee indirectly needs more 
explanation to understand the meaning or context spoken by the speaker in a 
conversation because the context used is not general and also very specific. When 
the audience does not pay attention to the main characters's sentence, the audience 
will not understand the hidden meaning and requires more explanation of the 
sentence. While, generalized conversational implicature is a type of implicature 
where the addressee does not need specific knowledge to be able to understand the 
meaning or context of a conversation. In other words, the addressee can directly 
follow the meaning hidden by the speaker in a conversation. 
Based on the findings, the researcher found four realizations of maxim 
based on Grice’s (1975) theory in the Midnight Sun movie, that are violating 
maxim of quantity, quality, relation, and manner, then flouting maxim of quantity, 
quality and manner, but the researcher did not find flouting maxim of relation in 
this research. Violating maxim of quality is more often used by Katie and Charlie, 
because many utterances are not based on what they really think. So that it can 
lead to false statements. Violating maxim of quality means the maxim that 
required the speaker to make the right contribution, which means the speaker must 
be saying something based on the truth and not a false statement, and also must be 
accompanied by evidence. The researchers found that violating maxim of quality 
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is dominant rather than flouting maxim. There are 13 utterances that include in 
violating maxim of quality from all the data. In this case, violating or flouting 
maxim occurs to hide meaning in a utterances. 
These research findings seem similar to some previous related studies 
about implicature with different data sources. The study from Zamzami (2014) 
shows the types of implicature that interpreted using several premises. In the data, 
it is found the author does not categorize the data into conventional implicature or 
conversational implicature types, he only emphasizing hidden meanings. While, 
this research classified the types of conversational implicature using tables and 
accompanied by the interpretation of hidden meanings in an utterance. A study 
from Nairi (2016) analyzes the types of conversational implicature along with its 
functions. In her study analyzed the conversational implicature by using talk 
shows as its object, specifically the "Talk Indonesia" program. She also included 
non-compliant cooperative principles found in Talk Indonesia, but only focused 
on flouting maxim. Whereas in this research, focused not only on flouting maxim 
but also on violating maxim.   
Then, to make this research clear, the writer includes research 
contributions on implicature in a movie. The movie is a reflection of real life, as in 
the case of conversations between individuals. Not infrequently also between 
individuals hiding the meaning behind their words. By studying the implicature, 
researchers can express how important it is to speak well and correctly. With the 
implicature and the impact of implicature through a movie, it is easier to see and 
more comfortable to understand for the peoples. So, they speak by following the 
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rules in conversation. Also, so that people pay attention to the ethics of 
communication when delivering their utterances. Their utterances can be well 
received, and there is no misunderstanding between individuals in the 
conversation. Thus, a conversation can run well and effectively. 
On the other hand, it might be a reason why filmmakers often make films 
containing a lot of implicature in the film because the filmmakers want to show 
each player's unique character not only through their acting but also through their 
dialogue. So, to understand the implicature in a film, the audience must focus on 
the film and pay attention to each character's utterance. As a Midnight Sun movie 
with a romantic genre that uses a lot of implicature in the dialogue of the two 
main characters, especially Katie, who acts like a girl who has skin cancer. She 
hides from Charlie by using sentences containing implicature. 
In addition, this research is concerned with ethics in a conversation that 
has been explained in Al-Qur'an. The ethics of conversation are the rules of 
conversation followed by the peoples, both in daily conversations that occur 
verbally and in written form. This means that when we have a conversation with 
another person, it is highly required that we speak the truth and the words that are 
easy to understand by our interlocutors.  
The following are verses that explain that we must speak with the truth: 
1. Surah Muhammad : 21 
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 “(Is) Obedience and good words. And when the matter [of fighting] was 
determined, if they had been true to Allah, it would have been better for them.” 
The verse "wakuulun ma’ruufun" emphasizes ethics in speaking, which is to 
explain clearly. In this verse it is explained that the speaker is required to say clear 
sentences so that the addressee is not lost and misunderstood. 
2. Surah Az-Zumar : 27 
 
“And We have certainly presented for the people in this Qur'an from every [kind 
of] example - that they might remember.” 
The verse "masalin" emphasizes parables that contain meaning in them. 
This is explained that if an implicature does occur in a conversation, the addressee 
has learned a lesson so as not to misinterpret the meaning. 
3. Surah Al-Baqarah : 261 
 
“The example of those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah is like a seed 
[of grain] which grows seven spikes; in each spike is a hundred grains. And Allah 
multiplies [His reward] for whom He wills. And Allah is all-Encompassing and 
Knowing.” 
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In the verses of Al-Baqarah above, states a parable that implies meaning. 
But after stating the parable, the hidden meanings are also explained clearly. So, 
the reader is easy to understand what is meant by the parable, and the reader is not 
lost and misunderstood. 
So based on the above verses, it has been explained that the speaker must 
speak the truth and not hide the meaning so that the addressee does not 
misinterpret the implied meaning so that the addressee is misled and 
misunderstood the speaker intentions.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
This chapter presents the conclusion of the research findings and 
suggestions. The conclusion section describes the main findings of the research 
and proposes several suggestions for future researchers. 
 
5.1 CONCLUSIONS 
 This research is attempting to find out the phenomena of conversational 
implicature in the Midnight Sun movie. The data were drawn from Katie and 
Charlie’s utterances, phrases, and sentences in the Midnight Sun movie. The goals 
of this research are to identify the types of conversational implicature and the 
violating or flouting maxim produced by Katie ad Charlie.  
The researcher found more particularized conversational implicature than 
generalized conversational implicature, which are 21 of 35 data found by the 
researcher in the research findings. As much as the implicature often occurs, it is 
because the two main characters are violating maxim of quality. This happens 
because the two main characters in the Midnight Sun movie say something true to 
imply untruth by providing information that does not represent what they really 
think. This means that the two main characters do not want to confirm the 
meaning behind their utterances.                
In the Midnight Sun movie, particularized conversational implicature often 
occurs, because the two main characters intentionally hide the meaning of their 
speech because there are many privacy-privacy from them that can't be known by 
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each other. To understand the generalized conversational implicature, the listener 
does not have to understand any context because speech is not related to a 
particular situation so the listener can understand the implicature itself. But vice 
versa, particularized conversational implicature is more difficult to understand 
because it uses a certain context and is present in certain situations, so the listener 
needs more explanation.  
Finally, the researcher concludes that in the Midnight Sun movie, 35 
utterances contain implicature, of which 14 utterances are classified as generalized 
conversational implicature, and 21 utterances are classified as a particularized 
conversational implicature. Also, in the Midnight Sun movie, it was found that 
Katie and Charlie were violating or flouting maxim in utterances. Charlie violates 
the most frequently maxim of quantity 4 times, while Katie was violating maxim 
of quantity 2 times. Also followed by other violating or flouting maxim conducted 
by Katie such as, violating maxim of quality 8 times, violating maxim of relation 
2 times, and violating maxim of manner 4 times, and also flouting maxim of 
quantity 1 time, flouting maxim of quality 1 time, flouting maxim of manner 3 
times, but no flouting maxim of relation was found. Likewise with Charlie 
violating or flouting maxim like, violating maxim of quality 5 times and violating 
maxim of manner 1 time, but no violating maxim of relation was found, also 
flouting maxim of quantity 2 times, flouting maxim of manner 2 times, but also 
not found flouting maxim of quality and flouting maxim of relation. This shows 
that Katie and Charlie tend to convey messages that do not embody what they 
think, which means they deliberately do not confirm the meaning of their words to 
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produce implications that contain meaning where the listener needs more 
explanation. 
 
5.2 Suggestion 
 This study is intended to raise theimplicature  phenomenon, which focuses 
on conversational implicature the data taken from the Midnight Sun movie. The 
researcher suggested to other researchers that their research be performed in a 
similar field, related to conversational implicature but with different data sources 
such as novels, advertisements, talk shows, song lyrics, and so on, to expand the 
reach of the research. 
 In addition, studying conversational implicature is very interesting to do. 
The researcher suggests a different focus for the next researcher, such as; the type 
of scalar conversational implicature, and the other non-observance of maxim such 
as; infringing a maxim, opting out of a maxim, and suspending a maxim. The 
researcher hopes that the next researcher can fill the gap in this research and can 
determine the use of implicature by using other data sources. 
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